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'Jeans 0/.iver Here Oct. 29
I

I

By OSCAR ROS
Copy Editor

OLIVER, of "Jean" and "Good Morning
Sfarshine" fame, will appear at_USF Oct. 29 in
. the University Gymnasium.
.
OLIVER, a product of North Carolina, got
together with one of New York's most creative
record producers Bob Crewe, and together they
worked.. up a recorded version of an overlooked
song_from "Hafr," "Good Morning Starshine."
OLIVER said, "There are so-many things of
worth available to do, I used to cheat myself by
not taking advantage of them. Maybe I just
wasn't ready."
·
OLIVER started with the now~defunct "Virginians" back in 1964, the group had a record
out called "It's a Long Walk Back to Paradise."
The Virginians eventually broke up and
OLIVER joined forces with another composer-

singer to form "The Good Earth." "The Good
Earth" pedormed at USF at last year's Song Fest,
sponsored by the University Center Program
Council.
.
The Good Earth was a good but short lived
experience, "It seemed sad we split," OLIVER
said, "but that was probably best for everyone .
concerned; 1 think groups have to be very careful
not to let musical and pedorm~ng ideas become
rigid and ingrown."
"THE BASIC feeling 1s mine," OLIVER
said of his ·songs and the way he sings, "and
each of them in his own way gave it a shot in
the ai-m. I'm very happy with the whole music
situation."
,
OLIVER said, "I like pei-fom1ing because it's direct contact with people," and the USF
concert will be a blanket concert, with students
sitting on the floor-of the Gym.

"I write a good deal of the time but that's
introspective creation rather than interaction.
A pedormer should offer some kind of catharsis
to ,hi_s audience," he said.
·
·
"I try to make the music give people a
chance to become engrossed with what they are
hearing enough to possibly experience things
they've probably experienced on their own but
don't normally let themselves go so as to feel
them ful!Y.," he said.
_
.
- '-'YOU CAN NE\'.ER reach every1:>ody that
way, but it's an ideal to work toward," OLIVERsaid.
Tickets for the OLIVER blanket concert in
the Gym are $1.50 for student, $2.50 for General
Admission. The show will start at 8 p.m. Oct. 29.
Tickets-are on sale~ the UC Lobby.
.
Art by Duggy Young
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Student Court
Declares GPR
The Student Court of Review has declared grade point
averages for Sl;!nator, president, vice president, and
president pro-tempore unconstitutional.
John Greer CBS representative, established a conflict between a University Policy
Statement and a section of the
Student Association Constitution.
The Constitution required a
·grade point average of 2.25
for senators and 2.5 for president, vice president, and president pro-tempore .
The Policy statement r:equires a 2.0 grade point average and not be an Final Academic Warnfog.
'
Greer presented his case
before the Court Monda . ft
was approved Thursday afternoon.

-

~Ctowded
·Moratorium
.
The people filled 'the Ballroom and then
ers were veterans, students and professors.
began fi~g the halls, pushm_g up c!ose to _ F]ver;v,body w~. trying to see
and It
see. .:C.T be _,.movie. w~ •a, .§Jlo_i:t· ·; ay~bo!i.stic :: . .:--was .a crowded Mora'torium
· film caJed "'.l'he Magician" and -the speak- · · 1
• .,,.....-~ ·,-,
-- , ··

·
s
enate·
Defers·
Decision
s
Volunteers
Needed ' ·Oil ;Repteseiltative Body
A tutoring program for eleThe University Senate Coun- body for the faculty, staff and demic matters." He added
mentary children of Cuban
ba~ground has been initiated cil has decided to "defer deci- students that would be able to that the university senate
by a group of teachers at sion on the revisions until the act effectively for- the univer- should not be able to tell the
·
the MacFarlane Elementary November. meetjng to dis~u~s sity."
registrar or the business manTHE REVISIONS said the ager how to run his business.
School. Volunteers are needed them further," according to
election of the Senate's preto help get the program on USF Pres. John S. Allen.
Anderson said after the
the road.
Last week the council had siding officer must be a mem- meeting he was disappointed
The program is in need of voted unanimously to adopt ber of the Senate and be elect- in the way the meeting went.
volunteers, especially bilin- the revisions themselves, and _ed by the Senate. Pres . .Allen
-"LAST WEEK they (the
gual ones, to help supple- adopted by majority to rec- is presiding officer over the other council members) said
ment the excellent work the ommend · complete approval Senate.
the revisions were great," he
Also, there was a revision said. "There was little disteachers at MacFarlane and · for the · i;ev\sions, a council
: spokesman said.
..
saying " that it sha:Jl'l:ie within agreement with. the end prodCuesta Schools are .doing . .
The revisions in the Univer- the jurisdiction of the senate uct.
The aim of the program, is t'9
teach refugee children who do· sity" S~nate·: structure, submit- to act on any matter of"gener"But just the presence of
not have any knowledge of . ted by . Stua,ent Government al university concern. "
. Pres. Allen brought a signifiAllen said in the meeting cant change in the atmoEnglish, a conversational · vo- _(SG) Pres. Steve Anderson,
cabulary to bring them up to would, Anderson . said, "make that the senate should not act sphere," Anderson added.
par with the · rest of their - the Senate . a repre_sentative on anything other than "aca''Members who last week
were all for the revisions, at
peers.
this meeting cowered before
The volunteers will start ·
the President. "
·
with the basics of the lanANOTHER · suggested . conguage, such as directions,
troversial revision w o u I d
common phases; an audiogive the Senate council the
lingual approach.
job of setting up the final here
Interested volunteers · should
to act on relev,ant issues for
drop by the school or call Macthe university?"
Farlane Elementary School,
There was some apparent
1721 N. MacDill, Tampa, 872- .
confusion over what the meet0677.
DIAL 619
ing was called for; an administration spokesman said it
QUESTION: Didn't USF once have a chapter .of SDS? was a called meeting to make
ANSWER: No, there has never been an _SDS _chapter on recommendations {In t h'e
campus. A petition for a chapter was filed by Harold Ray agenda, but Anderson called it
·,I Hooks, a USF student, in May of 1968, but it was denied on the an "emergency m e e t i n g,
. Im grounds
that it did _not comply with University policy on cam- called by the President."
pus organizations.
,
~ ( 1 ; ; ! _ J ~ }',
An off-campus chapter does exist, but has no University
KINETIC ARTS - A selec-!i recognition.
tion of short films by today's;[f
progressive film-directors. ft
QUESTION: If all the' money .from parking tickets is sup:'.
"'!
Story page 8.
¥1 posed to go for building new ·parking lots, then why has only
re)
Mayor Dick Greco will
FALL FROLICS - Sergio!{ one lot -been built in a long while?
speak
to the University comANSWER:
A.
C.
Rogers,
USF business manager, explained
Mendes and Brasil '66 wmt
munity
today at 2 p.m. in the
that
parking
fines
do
not
go
for
new
'parking
lots;
this
money
appear at Curtis Hixon, Nov.w
6, as part of Fall Frolics.ii goes to various scholarships and loans that USF offers to stu- Theatre.
Greco was invited to USF
dents.
Story pagt 2.
by
the Engineering College
®
The money from parking decals, however, does go for new
SG CANDll)ATES PLAT-[\ parking lots. As funds are available, lots are built. A large Association (ECA). The ECA
ORMS - Candidates ex-JJ) parking lot was built this summer south of the Physical
Educa- also requested that Greco
ound their views for SG'll; tion Building.
speak on pollution of the
·
Story page 2.
j{;
water
and air in the Tampa
Funds were borrowed from .another area to cover the cost,
.:~
Bay
area
and proposed soluwhich
ran
approximately
$14,000 over the planned cost. . The
VIETNAM iIORATORIUM;t
tions
f:I
for
the
problem.
decal
money
collected
this
fall
went
to
cover
that
loan.
RECAP - USF's response to:,,;
The mayor's office indicatnation-wide effort. Story i~
ed however that his speeches
page 10.
QUESTION: Why is Alpha Hall carpeted and Beta not?
are not read from a preANSWER: Raymond C. King, director of Housing and Food pared text but rather that the
END TO APATHY - An ;(
ditorial concerning peacefuIJ] Services, explained that four ·years · ago the residents of Alpha mayor preferred spontaneous
emonstration as a means offJ Hall destroyed the ceiling, thus destroying the acoustics. Rath- remarks and that he may not
er than rebuilding ttie ceiling, they carpeted the 'floor to pro- necessarily speak on pollucommunication. Page 4.
vide the needed acoustics.
tion.
~m'Em:1\t::E©~ffU.ttfiSfttBfb'ffilHHta:£:rt:r?W
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Greco To Speak

Here Today At 2

:fl

ii

At USF Today
Student Government (SG)
elections for the 22 area representatives to the SG legislature are being held today, and
SG officers are hoping for at
_ least a 35 per cent turn-out of
voters.
According to J . Bennet
Broner , Election Rules chairman , th e turn-out for elections
rarely approaches 20 per cent
of the ·student body, a nd
reaching the 35 per cent goal
will take "a minor miracle on
this campus. "
Broner and the elections
committee have been distributing · information, posting
signs, and informing the -47
candidates of election ' rules
and procedures for th e past
two weeks.
SG OFFICERS said they
are optimistic about the
chances of reaching their objective. SG President . Steve
Anderson explained, " We' ve
seen a great deal more ·enthusiasm _this yeat' than ever before. Student Government is
finally· on the move and people are g_etting excited. To my
knowledge, we've never had
this many candidates in any
one election. "
Several campus organizations have pledged their support toward achieving the 35
per cent turn-out, and the SG
plans to induce voting through
some new methods.
"Not only are we putting
out much more publicity this
time," Anderson stated, "but
we're also introducing the use
of mobile voting stations on
tpe campus. We want the students to be c O n f r O n t e d
constantly with the responsibility of v'oting, and if they
don't vote, it will be because
of their own lack of motivation."
REFERRING TO the mobile voting stations, Broner
explained that golf carts, procured through the Athletic De-partment, will be positioned
in parking lots, and will
periodically move to more
crowded locations.
'Last Thursday the SG Legislature endorsed a resolution
pledging "full support, verbal-

The Oracle
DeadHnes
Set For Fall
The Oracle began a new
quarter Oct. 1st and also
entered into a new contract
with the printer, The St.
Petersburg Times.
As a result, The Oracle
has new deadlines as follows:
Announcements for meetings, speeches, special programs etc. must be in The
Oracle office (University
Center 221) by noon the
Wednesday previous to
publication.
Actual news stories may
b.e submitted until 3 p.m.
the Friday previous to publication.
The deadline for display
advertising is 2 p.m. the
Wednesday previous to
publication. Classified advertisements, will be taken
from 2 until 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday in person or
by mail. No classified ads
will be taken by phone.

ly and physi_cally, to achieve
the largest vote ever at USF."
Kim Dinkel, SG senator, in. troduced the legislation,· stating, "Our students have the
reputation for being apathetic
and unconcerned. It's our responsibility to see that they
have ample opportunity to
vote during elections. If we
don't encourage them to vote,
no one will. "
The candidates s e e k i n g
election are listed below as
they will appear on their respective ballots:
ANDROS BALLOT (vote for
five) : Bob Hogue - Ind. ;
George Mcinery - Ind.; Valerie Rubin - S.R.G.; Sally Lamson - S.R.G. ; J anet ·Lewis
S.R.G. ; Stuart Ca; mes
S.R.G.: Robert Underwood
Ind. ; Paula Hi"nton - S.R.G.
FONTANA-DESOTO BALLOT (Vote for two): Fred Horowitz - S.R.G.; .Gary Pyle fnd. ; William- ·stein -_ Ind. ;"Stephen Miil~r - Ind.
ARG OS BALLOT : (Vote for
. four) : Gregory Stuart Birse S.R.G. ; Joe Cav_a_Iiere
S.R.G. ; Roy C. Ashley - Ind. ;
Steve LaGrande - Ind.; Sid
Kaskey - S.R.G.; Tim Burke Ind.; Robert P . Archer - Ind. ;
.Bruce E. Meiselman - Ind. ;
Mark ·o. Strichter -~ S.R.G. ;
David Hopper .- Ind.
·
C O M M U T E R BALLOT
(vote for 11): Marv. Bailey S.R.G.; Lee H. Olitsky - Ind.;
Bob Schneider - Ind.; Mike
Kellog - ind.; Michael Rosen S.R.G.; Steve Beckham
S.R.G.; Jerri Husch - Ind. ;
Thomas Dickinson- -, S.R.G. ;
Jim Smith - Ind.; Chuck Hendrick - Ind.; M. A.' Goodman Ind. ; Peter W. Lyons
S.R.G.; Larry E . Leiss - Ind.;
0

***

Pol-ling Places
Polling places opened _today
for the 22 resident and commuter seats open in the Student Government (SG) with
49 registered candidates.
"Along with the nine regu;
Jar polling places there will be
golf carts acting · a 'roving
polls,' in an attempt to beef
up voter turnout," SG elections committee chairman
Ben Broner said. ..
The roving polls will have
ballots and a bo_x to put them
in.
·
The stationary polling plac- ·
· es and the times they will be··
open ai::e:
UC - 8 a.m. to 10 p.m .
ANDROS - 11 :30 a.m. to
2:30 p.m.
ARGOS - 9:30 a.m. to 7
p.m.
LIBRARY - 9 a.m. to 6
p.m.
BUSINESS MEZZANINE 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
SOCIAL SCIENCE CENTER WBBY - 9 a .m. to 6
p.m.
FONTANA - 11:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m.
FINE ARTS AND HUMANITIES Patio (Center Building)
- 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
ENGINEERING Lobby - 9
a.m. to 6 p.m.
SCIENCE CENTER Eastside - 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. (there
\viii be a stand-by pol) in the
Chemistry patio in case of
rain.)
Resident ballots will be In
the resident halls only and
commuter · ballots will be in
classroom buildings only.

Karl Clark - S.R.G.; David M.
Parti_n - S.R.G.; Bob Byrne S.R.G. ; Joseph John Deposito
- Ind.;· Charles Doerr - Ind. ;
Eric A. Houghton - Ind.; Bob

Schiller - Ind.; Susan H. Allen
- S.R.G.; Adam Rubinowitz s :R.G. ; Lai-ry J . . Novak . Ind.; Leroy H. Merkle, · Jr.
Ind.

Ghazi Talks
AbOut War
,

EDITOR'S NOTE: In
further presenting t h e
Arab outlook in reviewing
I-he Mid-East conflict, USF
student Ghazi Aboulhosn
gives a historical-sketch of
Arab-Israeli problems · beginning With the year 1915. , With tfjis - ,~:1cilild · -of a
1-!!?ee part itlries, Ahoc
hosn places- the element of
. Arab sentiment in his work ·
while going deep to the
Arab he;lrt and persP'~Ctive.

I am anxious to, bring to
you in full detail, the curren_t · situation and the
American · interest in the
area while_the thunderous
roaring of guns across the
canal, the air strikes, ·the
commando raids and / intensification in all fronts is
taking place.
At the same time New
York, Moscow, London and
Paris are busy in what is
so-called the Four Powers
talks on the Middle East.
They are consulting with
· Cairo and Tel Aviv for possible peaceful settlement.
What is wrong with these
talks is that they have
·completely ignored the
people who should have the
absolute right to determine
· their ·destiny. And those
are the Palestinian refugees.
MAYBE THE · negotia, tions that have been going
on for a long time have
treated the Arab-Israeli
conflict as a territorial conflict or dispute ; a di spute
between Israel and the
Arab states over the sovereignty of territory which
both claim as part of their
domain.
And that is why the negotiation got _nowhere. In
·- this_ part· I ain attempting
to clarify many questions
you may have in your

.

minds at this time. To do
that it is a bsolutely necessary to say a little about
the historical background.
When I left the Cornman- .
dos I went back .to Beirut,
Leba_119n. Tpere I. to_q~ ·tlie ,
-fime and-carried my intensive re~arch in the Li- ·
brary of the AmericanUniversity of "Beirut.
IN THE LAST issue I
was speaking of the year
1915 when the British .
pledged to support the
Arab independence in re- '
turn for Arab help in the
war against Turkey.
In 1916 Britain, France',
and Russia concluded · the
Sykes-Picot treaty dividing
the area of promised Arab
independence into spheres
of influence between themselves.
In 1917, Britain issued ·
the Balfour Declaration
Nov. 2 which stated: "His .
m a j e s t y's government .
views with favour the establishment in Palestine of
national home for the Jew- .
ish people and will use
their best endei;tvours to facilitate the achievement of
this object ; it being clearly
understood that nothing ·
shall be done which may
prejudice the civil and the ·
religious rights of existingnon-Jewish communities. in
Palestine or the rights and
political status enjoyed by
Jews in any other coun-.
try."
· ·
THE BALFOUR declaration and Sykes-Picot treaty
were publicized by the Bo-.
leshevik revolution in Russia in an effort to embarrass the British.
In the camp in Jordan,
F adia introduced me to a
knowledgeable m an 78
years old , called Abu
Khaled. Abu Khaled told

(See ARAB, Page 11)
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Sergio Mendes,
Brasil '66 "
:::7o Perform Here
.......
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For Fall Frolics

. ..: Perhaps the most.widely- discussed -sound on the
. <:urrent scene is that of
·sergio Mendes :and Brasil ··.
'66. The . sound · obviously
has taken _the )lation by
stonµ, yet many individu:
als are puzzled by its suc•
cess.
. The puzzlement lies not
in a question of quality.
. That 1s there, everyone
· concedes. But why, manyask, should musical structures · so. simple be .popular· ·
, ,in an era that so.reams for ·
complex harmonies and
elusive tim~ signatures?
The response was honest
and simple, and was provided by Mendes 'himself.
-during rehearsals -for his
· concert here for Fall Frol.· ics Nov. 6 at 8 p.m. in Curtis Hixon Hall.

ty,", the bearded · young
composer - · insfiunientalist
from Ipanema declared.
"It woul'd be wrong to be
fraudulent. TQ enjoy any
music, . one must feel it the composer, the player
and-the listener."
A . leading · critic found

"I BELIEVE.in simplici-

. . . here for Frolics.

. , SERGIO MENDES

Mendes_ music the grand
. composite of all that we
know ori the contemporary
scene. He called it a " pop
hybrid of pianistic jazz,
subtle Latin nuances, Lennon and McCartneyisms,
, Mancini, Bacharach, cool
down-down minor chords
· and d a n· c e a b l e up-up
-beats."
: Sergio Mendes and Brasil '66 have captured ·t he
fancy of music buffs in
·e very entertainment field
· it has pursued - record. ings, t~levision, personal
appearances, concert tours
-- and devotees of ' the
group know no national
boundaries.
IN JAPAN, where the
· group compieted a highly
successful SRO tour of 12
concerts in March-April
1968, it is currently the hot-test recor~ selling act, sur-

passing even.Jhe Beatles in
populal'ity: : \ 1
·-What is .,..fhi_s ·. special
magic that I" evokes., applause of recognition after
a few notes .,.of a number
and then rapt attention
·thereafter?
'
It is a sound - the Sergio. · Mendes sound. -The
aura is i ·a qn, but -iwith
something
The.Japane~e call it !'Latin rock."
It is the p~§a nova, with
the ·: added : elements of
· :rock, ·_ sweet .. )3eatie:.'. and
'lonely Bacharach: ::\: •
. · Rhythm.· a_yd .m~lqdy ,are
, the ·most- 'importankelements. · 'The :·remainder is
carefully coristructed '.a s a
sc;ulptor would s)lape his
master worl{. Mendes . arranges alP -mtisic' ·for''. the
'group's - live ~rfomiances
and all tlj~- group's work
has his signature on it.

mqre.

•

~

I;

- ••

,.,

••
Coun·cil To Hi.re Legislative L1a1son··
.,

THE MAN AND his idea
were spawned iri Niteroi, a
suburb of Rio de Janeiro,
-where Sergio was born the
Gon of a doctor.
· ·

album displayed for the
first time Sergio's talents
as a composer - "Look
¾found" and "So Many
Stars" - and lead singer,
in addition to his talents as
a.rranger.-

r

Despite all of. the excitement and activity that
have changed his life, Ser. THE REMAINDER of'
gio Mendes remains serene
the Brasil '66 family taland · deliberate about his
ents rests in the resources
professional and personal
of three handsome Brazillife.
ians : Sebastiao Neto (bass
He and his wife, Marci,
guitar), Dom Um Romao
whom he married on Nov.
(drums), Rubens Bassini
4, 1962, have .two young
(percussion) and two lovesons, Rodrigo and Bernarly young female singers
do .
who give the .ensemble a
Sergio's days are filled
North American flavor,
with the bustle of a man on · · Karen Philipp and Lani
the move, recording, perHall.
fol'.ming and continuing to
· Like their leader, Sergio
test a s s i d u o u s l ,Y his
Mendes, they all have solid
theories in harmony and
musical backgrounds and
rhythm to keep Brazil '66
the perfectionist's attitude
in tune with the times.
in addition . to the zest and
The "Look · A r o u n d"
flexibility of youth.

.IP:-4'.,.~ •1ttH
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BEER BLAST
With The Soul Sounds Of The
Raven

THURSDAY 9 to 12:30P.M.

30th St. At Busch.
, · O~EN THURS. Thru SUN.

ALL YOU '
CAN DRINK

GIRLS $1.00
GENTS 3.00

By STEVE SNOW

Staff Writer

LE\11'5

A legislative liaison will ibe
employed by the State Council
of Student Body Presiden~ to
keep Universities informed· as
to what state legislation will
be acted on, Steve Anderson,
Council chairman and · USF
student government president,
said. •

LEE & WRANGLER

lJSf_.'s Bay .Campus·_
Expanding Rapidly

· "We need a person .who is
'in the know' and can direct
us to the right committees
and the righf people," Anilerson said.

ENGLISH-AND WESTERN

:RUSSlll'S WESTERN STORE
. 6027 N. DALE MABRY

For example, we-'J,now ,tliat co.liege men are in the

. ·best health period of tneir. livcs, that they have a greater

life expectancy, and that they will command greater incomes in less hazardous occupations than most people.
And because of this, we~ve designed a special life insur•
ancc-savings pl~ especially for college men. It's called
the Protective Life College Senior Plan, and offers exceplional benefits at preferred rate$. Coverage includes
. accidental death, disability, a:nd a protected insurability
. benefit. The College Senior·1Plan has ·no war exclusion
clause, offers .full -aviatipn coverage, and becomes completely paid up at normal retirement age. Also, premium
· deposits may be deferre4 nnti.l earnings increase.
.
Gi:t full details from this College Representative:
., ·,
Fred A. Crum
Adcock-Moore & Associates
_
Suite 206, Mariner Buildinp

Needlepoint, Yarn
And Bags. Sewing and CoslUft\!
·
Supplies

,,,

•~ -•

·

•

.,1 .

-~• · · --

p415··M aririer Street .; · ·.. Tampa,-.Fla.,33.609
-,le'._,

:c ·

·. ..•,.

::-· •.

·

·, __ ,

PROTECTIVE LWR~SOR!NCE~~COMPANY

KINGCOMES
·TRIMMINGS

___________..
Ph.9S5•11JI ·

11615 II•• Ave.

SPECIAL BUS.· FOR ·usF
SERVICE CUSTOMERS
LEAVES FOR·USF
ADMINISTRATION B~DG. AT.
8:15 A.M.
RETURN TRIP 4:30 ·_p.M.

NIGHT-SERVICE _
ON
.TUES·~·TILL 9 P.M.
Mot1._• Far; 1:ao A.M. to·s ,.M.
PHONE 933-281.1

IF YOU ARE -AN
ENGINEERING SENIOR ••-•

Eal:h clay we.challenge
'.'Jlr;~ f f ~

.

·- 'fo,fln)I better WCIYJ fo
,.. se!"e our ·customeis~.\
And to help theo,,
-we provide the

'

finest;

most .mr>dern
• ,enainHrin11 facilities; ,
/' .....
.-· ~.:
.

.

'

'

"7M~n,~/
FLORIDA
POWER
.
CORPORATION

,

JEAN HEADQUARTERS FOR MEN AND LADIES

And.we've come up witJi.,some pretty important informa•
• tio·n:

MONOGRAMS'

interested in an exciting career
"!ifh exceUent opportunity- for advancement ; ••
then we would like to ta lk with you!
Representatives of our company will be on
campus·on.Wednesday, November 5,
o~d we ·invite you ·to sign the
int,rview schedule now posted in the
University Placement Office.

JEANS~.JACKETS, BOOTS
· :.. B~LTS., HATS

PROTECTIVE LIFE
Hai Done A ,Lot ,Of
-Gra'auate Study
.

"In the past, he said, ' 'the
council acted 'after the fact,'
making the body less effective
· in its attempts to represent
· the students of the state. We
have been reacting to rather
than solving problems.

,,,

an&> '

·' If they are responsible
re~onsive · I can see nothing·
wtong wiijl it. l just hope t.hey.;
don't use it as a fontm. to cre. '.
ate . dissension .. and disttust , among tp~ legislators," Kibler. .
'•jt.l.:,,cf, ·._ . ,:..
sajd. .. -· ,'l,·i7 .
1

...
r
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-Theta Hall
Wins Award

Mini-Skirt --

THE ORACLE-U. of South Florida, October 22, 1969-l

I

Contest

Michigan and two here at
USF.

Approximately 500
students attended
the 'Tip Top'" gym
Residence halls will be recdance -sponsored by
ognized for high academic
the ,University Cenachievement with the ninth
te·r-• .Main feature in~
quarterly presentation of t~e
eluded a "Mini Skirt
President's Award at the Honors Convocation Nov. 9.
. , Contest" where sevThe award, a silver punch
en coeds participatbowl and tray, will be awarded. First place was
ed to the residents of men and
awarded to freshwomen's residence halls with
inan
Suzanne . Gosthe highest average grade
sett and Caroline
point ratio (GPR) during
Quarter III, 1969.
Clary W(ZS the runTheta Hall, which houses 82
ner-up.
undergraduate men, achieved
. Winners received
an overall GPR for Quarter
fr~e
campus activiIII of 2.720, to take top honties
ticket
including
ors.
tickets to the "OLIFor the past eight presentations the award has gone to
VER" concert to be
women's halls. Theta also has
held -W~dnesday. ·
the distinction of achieving ·
·
· Congratulations,
the highest GPR of any resiGirls!!
W'l1oops, we
dence halls ever at USF.
almost forgot the
The second place award will
go to Mu Hall, who also beat
three "MENI Skirtall 'records with ·an overall avers" who .appeared
erage of 2. 708.
as late arrivals!
·
J

GRE EK: BEA T
KAPPA DELTA
Kappa Delta's National Convention was held this past
summer at the Grand Baha.· ma Hotel. in the Bahamas.
Nine girls represented Delta
·Eta Chapter of KD, and Ruth
Albright · was . initiated at the
convention. Delta Eta also re. ceived the Progress Award
for outstanding achievement
by a new chapter, .
New · pledges this quarter
are Gayle Anderson, Kathy
Caspersen; Pat : Downing,
Sandy Graham, Cathy" · Hoyman, Pam Maxwell, Linda
Panko, Virginia Perez, Donna
Schmidt, Cathy Wenzel, and
Liz Wilkinson.
Today, the 72nd 'a nniversary
of the founding of the sorority
will be celebrated in the UC.
The ' tallowing day, a banquet
will be held . with the St. Petersburg Alums.
· Sister · Sue Siltanen was
elected President" of ATO Little Sis Taus, and Sandy Geist
was chosen as President of
SAE's Little Sisters.

Managem~nt ,Sets
Setninar At USF

DELTA ZETA
A seminar in Management
Della Zeta's annual Foundby Objectives will again be ofer's Day Dinner was held Oct.
fered by tjle Center for Con18 at the Causeway Inn.' A
tinuing Education at USF
pledge car wash followed by a
startin'g Wednesday.
cook.-out at Rowlett Park will
Part of a comprehensive
be held this Saturday:
· program in management 'de_.
.. velopment, the seminar is deSister Janice Sarian was
-signed to improve the abilities
crowned C o 1 u m b u s Day
of individuals to motivate,
Queen. The new· pledges for
guide and . evaluate employe
this quarter are Dorothy Fox,
effort towards goal achieve•
Debbie Merin, Ellen Stavros,
inent.
Brenda Waters, J o h a n n a
Management by Obje_ctives
Stagge, Crystal Corbett, Beth
fsl a: management tool which · , ·
Ruis, Nancy McNutt, Mary·
d~velops a manageri!!-1 strateLee Chesnut, and Linda La·gy ·in otder to improve · the
Pierre.
product or s_e rvice of an orgaALPHA DELTA PI ·
nization.
.
.
Alpha
Delta Pi announced
Richard O. Evans, manage.
. .
.
its pledges for this ·quarter.
ment consultant,- will conduct
Among them are Judy Bar- '
the seminar and has experiher,
Mary Ann Carlock, Cindy
ence .in the academic and conCheatham, Mary Fletcl)er,
sul~ant fields at all levels of
Gwen Johnson, Linda Meyer,
manageme11t.
The
sex-education
·contro•
PTA
president,
the
negative
all
parents
are
capable
of
givJoan MY er i c k, Glenda
The seminar, in its third
versy w.ts discussed · candidly speaker, disciiss the pros and ing their children.the informa- Rhodes, and Jane Siling.
.
year, has !lttracted an inter.tion they should have, "and
ADPi's .new Diamond Man
national following in previous last Monday .evening at the cons of the issue..
-first ·Focus Debate of Quarter , But ~he ~~-te taken · at the that a sound program at is Jerry Williams, an ATO.
.sessions.
I. Th·e topic of the debate, conclusion 0 ( the debate was school could compensate for
DELTA GAMMA
sponsored by the Departµient .. only 40 .in favor, af dropping inadequate
instruction
at
DG elected new -officers last
Hil!iard Service'.Friday of Speech, was . "ResQlved, .. sex . educatiqn, and )62 in home.
week. Elected to Treasurer
that · s~x education should
be
.
_
favor
of
supporting
it.
Ap.
AN
IDEAL
SEX
education
was Loretta Goodwin·, ScholFriday at 2 _j:).m. there - will dro'
1
th
• 1
f
'
·
-be a memorial-servic e for the Fl pped
· n, Bette
-d from
h ls .,e curncu a o ·proximately three-fourths of program in Flor_ida's schools, arshi"p Cha;~ma
u
late Dr. Robert Burke Hilliard
on a sc oo •
the voters were USF stidents. Mrs. Johnson said, would pro- Helms . Intramurals
Chair. in the Theatre. Dr. Hilliard
Over 200 people heard J1frs ~' MRS. mGGINS, the ,mother_ duce better parents, neigh- man 'ca thy -- Havel· ' Special •
~ ire~hted his'Ph.D:'at the Uni- Dixie Higgins, .instructor at ; of three young childreli,'--said bors, ~nd s~µses . He r:,_experi• ,., J\~.v~~ts Co.:cb.<!,f:
l!!e~ • . K.athy
_versity of Iowa and was an St. L~o~ College, . ~€~~rpa-~'. t4~ ip~imary_rell-5,9.n far , the _in- e~ce m Hillsboro?gh · County s'cheibe and Pat
Sterling.
·
. asso.ciate professor -of History tive speaker, and Mrs. Ca.rle- • effectiveness of sex education_ ~ th sex ~ducation a~ong
Janan Mikkelsen, president
at USF.
ton Johnson, · former state in the state's public scpools is fif!h a nd sixth ~a~e~, she of DG, was elected Collegiate
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - ~ . , . - . that .man"y :teachers, 1 as well said, was very gratifymg be- Representative
to the Delta
~
' as parents, are· ilot sufficient- cause ~e students we_ re Gamma Council at the nation,('4'
,-_ ~ ~.I' A
.,:~
-··: ,
ly prepared to .handle the inti- shown fih_ns ~d urged mto al leadership school for · DG"s
,.__ _. '! ....,_ • '! ,:
=--...., 'l ~
With ,The,s·oul Sound:i"Of The
·
·
relevant discussmns. ·
.
·
,a ~ ~
,..
Raven
.
mate
problems that often
S
ed
ti
h Id t k
99 chapters. She will attend a
11
~ J . ~ • ,_ -:::
ex
uca
on
s
ou
a
e
il
.
.
J
~ ~A ◄ ---~ J
r THU~SDAY,- 9to 12:30P,M: ar1Se.
'
its rightful place with other counc ~eetingm a_nuary. . .
-All. Y
_OU
. GIRIS $1.00
"Teachers have the facts,"
3 ot.h St. At Busch.
d •
b" ts •
bli
DG
for this quarter
,
erruc su Jee m pu c i 1 d pledges
Ci d B
Debb"
OPEN THURS. Thru SUN.
CA~ DRINK
GENTS 3.00 she said, "but they don't know aca
schdols, Mrs. Johnson t5aid,
nc u e n y reaux,
1e
how tG handle them." Parents because otherwise children Fulghum, Sherry He s t e r,
h:we a similar problem, she will depend heavily on their Donna L?per, ~lien Maguet,
added, but the best answer is peers for information which is. and ~obb1e Sheridan.
their cooperation with teach- . often .erroneous. Factual inpm DELTA THETA
ers and school boa rd mein- formation, she said, is . obThe Phi Delt Derby and the
bers.
. 1 viously -preferred to adoles- Blood Drive will be the two
l3ecause morals vary from cent ·hear-say.
major events scheduled by
one region of the United
;'Why ·should we · hesitate to the brothers this quarter. The
States , to the other, she said, ·provide factual information Derby provides a day of
problems ilJvolving sex educa- by trained people?" , Mrs. entertainment and unification
tion should. be handled at the Johnson asked. "Anything fac- for the fraternities and sororiparents' di1?Cretion.
tual should ibe shared in both ties, as well as an opportunity
At the end of time, billions of
decision was -that God "should
Mrs. Johnson, in support of classrooms -and. homes,". she for independents to observe
people were scattered on a great
be sentenced to live on earth sex, educatio_1_1, ~ued that not said. , .
the Gre_ek ·s_ystem as ~ whole.
plai~ before God's thnjm:e. Some
as
a man!" ·.
1-r:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:
,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,-:,:,:,:,-:,-:,-:,-:,-:,-:,-:,-:,-:,-:,-:,-:,-:,-:,:,-:,-:_:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,::,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,-:,-:,~
But, because. He was God,
of the groups near the front
they set certain safeguards to be:-talked heatedly - not with
sur;; He could not use His dicringing shame, but with belligvine powers. to help Him.self.
erence.
_.. How can God judge us?"
Let Him be born a Jew.
.
Let the legitimacy of His birth .
"How can He know about suffering?" snapped a joking bru- be doubted, so that none will
nette. She jerked back a sleeve
know who ineally His father:
·,
to reveal a tattooed number from
Let Him champion a cause so
a Nazi conce'ntration camp. "We just, bu.t-so.radical, that it brings
endured terror, -.beatings, tor-· down upon Him the hate, con•
ture, death!"
demnation, and eliminating efIn another group, a black man forts of every major traditional
lowered his collar. "What about and, · established religious authisr' he demanded, showing thority. . .
an ugly rope bum. "Lynched for
Let Him try to describe what
no crime but being black! :We
no than has· ever seen, tasted,
have suffocated in slave ships, .heard/ or smelled .:. let Him try
.
been wrenched from loved to cdmmunicate God to men.
ones, toiled till only deatlr gave
-Lei: -Him be betrayed by His
release."
dearest friends.
·
· F.ar out across.the plain were
Let Him be indicted on false
hundreds ·of such groups. Each charges, tried before a prejuhad a complaint against God for diced jucy,- and .convicted by a
the evil and suffering He per- cowardly judge.·
mitted in His world. How lucky
Le_t Him see what it is to be
God was to live in heaven . terriJ?ly ;alone and completely
where all was sweetness and abandoned by every living
. ''
light, where there was no weep- thing.
' '.
ing, no fear, no hunger, no ha- . Let .Him be _toitured ·and let
tred. Indeed, what .did God . Him die! Let Him die the most
know about what.man had.been humiliating death - with comforced to endure in this world? mon thieves.
•
..After all, God leads a pretty'
As each leader announced his
sheltered life," they said.
portion of the sentence, loud .
So each group sent out a lead- murmurs of approval went up
er, chosen because he had suf- from the great throng of people.
fered the most There was a Jew, When the last had finished proa black, an untouchable from
nmincing sentence, there was a-India, an illegitimate, a person long silence. No one uttered an- .
from Hiroshima, and one from a , other word. No one moved. For
Siberian slave camp. In the cen- suddenly all knew ••. God had
Sure, we want you to pamper and cream your face, Miracol. The tlngle-powered ucond
ter of the plain they consulted. already.served His sentence.
step In Merle
but we alSQ want you to know that every once In a Norman · Cosmetics Three Steps
with each other. At last they --I~f~th~i_s_arti-.c~le_h_as_sti-_m_u_l_lit_e.,.d
to Beauty comwhile (at least every other day, In fact) your face plexion ~are plan. You Just
werereadytopre senttheircase. your thinking, ·and yo~ would
have to fNI It and see.
It was· rather simple: Before
should .-see a lot more .action,. The tingle-powered what we mean. 5½ oz.bottle
of Mlracol, with appll•
God would be qualified to be., like to discuss it,. call 971-5005
action qf Miracoh It's positively stimulating. Gets cator bru~ and dish •.• $5.00,
their judge, He must endure or write CTR Box 429.
your complexion glowing. The clean, clear glow
what they had· endured. Their
you need to be a natural beauty. Then both you Sold exclusively at Merle Norman Cosmetic
.a nd yqu~ complexion can get back in the action. Studios.
·
·

The Blood Drive is a service
project sponsored by the Phi
Dells each year. A mobile
blood unit will be · brought on
campus and anyone interested
Epsilon Pi Chapter ~onmay donate blood. It will be f tinues to increase its numbers
ke t in the USF Blood Bank ~s it a?ded thirteen pledges to
p
.
'
.
its fall quarter rolls. These
to be given to any~ne requ1r- men include Bill Wilkerson,
ing it. Last year the Blood Da le Murphy, Jim Gibson,
Drive yielded 78 pints of Joe Bauldauff, . John Capkcblood.
cione, Mike Carney, and John
Frey. Other new pledges in0

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

The brothers of Sigma Phi
Epsilon welcome . Karl B.
Clark who -·has transferred
from Ohio Wesleyan and affil.
ia ted with our Chapter. Brother Joe Mericka, a member of
USF's golf team, returned
this fall with several new tto~
phies from tournaments he
participated in this summer. ,

,
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lightweight Millken's "fOOI Blazer
i• the. true traditional style •••
· Hook Vents ••• 3/16" seams • ••
metal buttons • . •• Look at the
49.50 ones first and then ours at
on. 1y' ••.
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MIRACLE "81"

OPEN
'TIL
9:00 P.M.
MON, I FRI.

-----

$ELF SERVICE SUIT CENTER,-INC.
TAMPA
6029 N. Dale Maltry

10·~ N, _P11rson1

Julf N, of Hlll1boro Ave.

Cor. P■ nen, I. ~wy. 6D

· NO'RTHGATE SHOPPING· CENTER

■ RANDON

WESTSHORE PLAZ~

DOWNTOWN: 705 FRANKLIN S-T
---- . . ....
BRITTON
PLAZA
SHOPPING
CENTER
..;.:.,,i
.. ' _ 11:·
•

,{',1

•

' ·. BEER BLAST

The chapter has scheduled
a "tubing" party at Rainbow
Springs Saturday, and several
school and community projects are being planned for the
upcorping year.

THE
IN-FASHLOI·
STORE

Fo·cus Deb-·ate· -Resolves,
Sex-Education Dispute

,,,._
-W-.,. J.,

New · brothers initiated in
ceremonies Oct. ·11 were Bob
Manning, Martin Dickinson,
Charles -Eubanks·, Rob Eastridge, Loren- Kelley, Willy
Mattei, <:;hris Dobbins, Pete
Simmons, . Gr·eg .:,Willis, John
Burr, Jerry Mcliuinn, Danny
Thompson, and Jim Underhill.

BLAZERS

The love bug bit several Sig
Eps this summer. . President
Richard Smith married Maureen ·Dailey. Tom Parke b~came engaged to . Paula
Smith; · Pete Pages pinned
Debbie Cook, a DG; Bob
Maas is engaged to Peg Jacobs; Alan Norris Iavaliered
Marsha Cook; and Joe Meric~a lavaliered six girls in

-

0

DELTA TAU DELTA
Delta Tau Delta was chosen
to usher at the Honors Convocation Nov. 9, as a result of
the chapter's placing first
academically ' among USF's
fraternities. Kappa A 1 p h a
Theta was also named to
usher at the event.

elude Bill Locher, Ron Rosen,
Steve Santos, Rick Taylor,
~like Todd. Harris Van Hillo,
and Bill Yates.

THEGBEAT
TUNIC T~K EOV ER!

··

OUR ''TUNIC PLUS PANTS" COMBO

.

BONDED, KNITS, SWEATER RI_BS

Qod Le·ads a Ptletty
Sheltered L:ife

·Tingle P oWer

'

I

'

· P(lts Yo~r Complexion.Back in Action

ffiERLE noRmAn COSffiETICS

ADVERTISE~ ENT

NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
.
933.4097

TERRACE PLAZA MALL
988-7394

4 PIECE-ORLON KNIT COMBO
$~~9 9 _

-With Tunic •· Slacks
Sklrt and Its -O"'n
"See Thro Voile Blouse

· lii;lii;.1.sshown

• KNITS, THAT ARE RIBBED, CABLED, PATTERNED ,
CROTCHETE D . . .
'
• SOFT, ELEGANT, FLUID CREPE •• ·•
1t. SI:.ICK GLEAMY "WET LOOKS" ...
• AND JUST A8OUT EVERY NEW FABRIC IMAGINABLE UPBEAT!
CONTEMPORARY! .A,~SOLUTELY SMASHING!
•

I

i

TUER~,. IS ·A
- , .TUNIC:
. . FOR .EVERYON E! .,
:,
,

~

,

·I

t

,.

I

.....:
II
' .· ~.: ;·: 1
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Faculty Commentary

g Change
G~adin_
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EDITORIALS AND COMMENTARY

HELP
'·

•

■ ·

Problems.And:Peop.le

■

:>USF at one time bad a ·n ati~al
fi~, how easy will it be to lose it?
.
H

,·

. -

..

.

,·

JIEI,;P (Help En!l Legal Prob-

lems) ; ·tlie USF- ·student le.gal aide
prtgram; began, as former USF ·
pr~ressor · Dr. David Leonard put
it,; ~s ·som,ethfng, "drastically rteed·
ect, radically new!'

' HELP had a . lot of fanfare last
year, · a:nd to · some the novelty of
the offering seems to have worn off
with the hoopla this year.
<.

•• •:

•• • ••

••

•

•

•

-i

And there are a lot of structural
improvements in the' program thii;i
year, •li!{e"the organization incorporaµng a)Jd preparing to operate on
a ·chapter .frarichjse basis. They
have been contacted by several
other schools, ,whose students are
. looltlng for this ma.nnei: of legal .
aide, . includl.ng_ two campuses of
. the ·University of California, Harvard, Florida State University and
St. Petersburg Junior · College,
. ·
Clearwater Campus. · . .,
.

HELP BEGAN with student
Tmla 0 1Haire (who is now at Florida Pres~riatt' College,· _p ushing
th~ J?:rogr~ there) a talkative,
friendly co-ed who nearly lost her
confidence in the supposed vanguard of liberalism and reform:
studerits. :
theUriiversify
.
';·

Now, USF's HELP is in the
hands· of Richard Pl,_ocica, . chapter
president, who said, -·"Many .students_do not realize the legal process due them and before ·t hey find
out ·they niay1 spend up to $5000 and
a Iof'of unnecessary time and du- ·
ties that HELP.
.. ..,.would take care ·
of."

·HELP BAS outlined it's ser~
.

vi~esa} _: ·, .

.· < ·:.-, ": '

. ..,,,,, . One •attorney . on retainer
and two · consultant attorneys . to
solve your legal problems.
- ~ Only · $5 ·a year of complete
·
leg~d. coverage.
·-'Jirovi"di~g an , attorney to
give -legal advice, represent students in proceedings-involving student status and represent •students
•in -criminal and civil courts.

v-.·

'
I"' :Periodic seminars and lee~ by foc~l attorn~ys and com-

petent -aqt4orities on bow-to-do-it
legal ma,tters such as: "What to do ·
when arrested."

My dear friends of course I know th~t the University belongs to the ·peo·ple - but as· 01' Uncle
··
_· ·
.
·
.
.
Remus would say .•• "Which peop·le is d-af!'J

IF YOU HAVE received one of
th!! 10,200_.campus traffic citations .
issued . la~t year, or if you could
have been one of the ·44 "knowri"
students · arrested off-campus, or
one of the several students arrest•
ed,..on campus, or if you have ever
wondered about your draft status
or if ·you hav:e ever needed a contract reviewed, or if your student
status has ever been iii jeopardy,
· or if you have ever had any legal
problems concerning hqusing, or if
you have faced any number of
things that would warrant a good
talk with · a ·qualified . attorney, ·
wouldn't it ma:ke sense to have one
available for only $5?
The program needs people i-to
survive. It is not a matter of $5 and
a remote ·chance of return. It is a
matter of ,an .insignificant amount
qf money spent towards a polential ·
~turn far surpassing what most
neo,ple can comprehend· in this day
of small bargains and rio bargains
at all.
They have a ,s mall· table in a
modest spot in the University Cen~er. There is no hoopla ~d no fool- ·
ing. All the reasons for ~joining are
strong and honest and .they have
a
'
extended their registration through
Friday. People should Join and try
it ••• th-ere -may be.- no more
·
chances.

Student Commentary

Married ·Housing:
The Pr.oblem
,
In a University Community where a
very conservative figure places the married student ·popiiiation at 24 per cent it"
'is about .. time that some degree of emphasis be placed on the problems and
Jleeds particular to that group.
The pressures on any student are extreme in today's rapid pace of the educational process.. When the additional
strain of the responsibilities of marriage
and a. family are added the pressure can
become over burdening.
Married ho115ing can provide a release of a great,deal of pressure on this
segment of our student population. It can
in turn lead ,to tf)e organization of married students living together in a com.
munity.
Off campus student housing is a criti- .
cal problem in ·general Rent is up this
year and will continue to climb in the fu.
trire. Damage deposits are exorbitant
and seldom refunded in full. Leases are
restrictive on children, pets, enter- ·
ta.irung, and usually very difficult and
.

.

c- -.

ouR--REAQ.ER-~s -~RIT'!
1

-~- -Financial. Discrimination

EDITOR:

I m!ISt highly commend -The Oracle's .
time when the University., ~· an-,~~~~ wall in the path of the peneµ-at;ipg article on ·the Arab Comm~ .
is 'trying to become more revelant students who are' on marginal · in- · does last' week. With the· ,article on Al
'
·r
comes.
Fatah· yQu have touched upon .~ sub~L
to ' the needs of the . surrounding
of not only ,Arabs and
We are going' into the ghetto near t:O ·the hearts
metropolitan area, the- present fee
international-comwhole
the
but
_
Israelis,
structure concerning part-time stuthe explosive ·
between
caught
munity~:
attend
to
students
recruiting
and
.
anachtonism.
major
a
is
dents
saying ·to . situation existing. between East and West
USF and then we
them. "I'm sorry,, .but ) f you .take . in the il,fea.
·This Universify, has the larg~ t
part-time student _ellrollment in-the . ,,{! ,~ -,_seven hours you ' Will have to
Furthermore · you , have discussed ·a
Americans;
s~t~ university,5¥~tem: ThHs,i:in- ~"--_:-~ y :~_1U-t~e fees:" These.students situation on which we,
mar ily due to our. Ioeation. We .are · can riot work,_40 or 50 hour~ a week only know the Israeli point of view. And
presently the only ·state university . to support a ·family and also attend , since this article gives us Arab points of
school full-time. The costs in both view, we may now be -better able to find
situated in a major ur'ban· center.
objectivity in' the situation.
~nil ersity in - rp~r:,.e~ an~;ti~e are1oo great: BuJ,
As the only
I see now that perhaps the words ex• ·
the state the' Board of . Regents .~t__present, theU" only alternative 1s
and terrorits, names only bi•
pansi9nist
mµst realize that ;we have'cllfferent . : tak~1ess than seven hours (one
asedly given to the Arabs in the past,
urse ·}
problems which must be, answered
can now be applied to Israel and its de. ,; : WE BELIEVE that the :pq!Sef}t , signs in the
with new and unique '591litions. .
as well.
seven hour break off point is· dis~
.~
.,
that since 1948 the Arabs,
It
'EVIDENTLY THE ·Board does criminatory. It should ·have been though searching for justice with Israel, ·
recognize . that we are different· changed to nine · hours when the have, received nothing and , lost everyThey,.. permitted Davi.ii· . Jordan, · · conversion was made from tlie 'tri- thing-their homes, their lands, and most
USF directr;>r of summer ,-"$essions, ' m'ester to the quarter system over dearly, their taniiHes.
.
to · initiate,, on a 3-year•trial basis, - ~o years ago.
From your article I also.saw that perthe shortened eighf week summer •. .
haps Israel is no·t always justified or rea• ·
·_ The Oracle has received very
sessi~n while . keeping 'ilie ·' other
sonable and · that maybe the Uhited
major universities on the· 10 week J avo~ble response fro~. several States should not uphold Israel in every
.- · · memoers of the adrmmstrati:on.
'
term .
case as it has done in the past. Would it
Now it is time for the Board of Re- not be fatal and disgraceful for America
•c• ·
'The precedent has: bee~ set. It · gents to respond.
to learn too late that all this time we had
is ;time for the Board of-Regents to
Arab friends in the Middle East whom
We ask that the Board ~e ac- we completely ignored?
acl on the more pressing and reas
stricting problem of the pa~time tion: on this vital issue as
This is a question we may have -to
possible. If anything is going to be
·
fee structure.
on_e -day, and if we are .wrong the
face
done in time for next year u ·must
East will .be lost. America has
Middle
The present fee structure places be done now!
chosen to . spread its national values
abroad by its membership in the world
community, and if we are . wrong about
the Arabs the values of "liberty and jus•
tice for all" could become a very -sour,
1

ita

are

as

Ul'bllll
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soon

~:Ji-- End

·. . -~t.:~· ....

·ro

between the Administration and
the people. It is the means of communication which .has had the
greatest .results in the sixties in re.vealing~ the Dfeds ~d .problems
and inj~ces of all the people.

costly to-break.
North Ti3-mpa is growing at a fantasti<h i'ite. Within a few short years students will be competing for housing ·with
employees of the University Hospital, the
the North Tampa ShopHospital,
V.A.
C
.
ping enter, and other new developments .. The numb.er ,of graduate students
ABCDF OFfEN encourages an egotistic individualism, an anxiety not conis increasing at a tremendous rate. The
ducive to learning, and a path of strict
Medical School will brjng even more
arid narrow cou~-load fulfillment. Stu·, that there is a problem con··
married students.
dents need not seek far for_exainples of
• cerning married housing."
The problem ) s critical now. The
courses which, were rewarded with a C
problem is becoming constantly more · · · This quote was included later
arid did, or with an A and did not, aciri the same editorial. ·
critical and the married student is
complish their better purposes.
- _ In fairness to Mr. King and
caught in the pinch. It is hardly_necessary to waste words
• the Administration, _ we are
To achieve a solution to the problem
the ludicrous standard bell-$hape
over
•
.
record
·
the
set
to
glad
recognize
first
must
the administr~tion
of grade distribution, which at
curve
the
that
know
to
~nd
straight,
exists.
that'such a problem
times accompanies ABCDF.
As . students · the tesponsibility rests
i , P-F, which shares some of the disAdminiS tration is really conwith us to commµnicate· our ·needs. We '
_ advantages of ABCDF, has the strange
. cerned to probe the mll!'r ied
must create an awareness of those profeature of possibly providing a student
housing situation. . Meetings
grams we desire. We must take the iniwith an everlasting visible stigma in the
Administration
the
· between
tiative in the effort to develop married
of an Fon his record.
form
are
students
concerned
and
adstudents housing. It then is up to the
Whose · concern is it, except the ~, now going on.
.
ministration to respond.
dent's, how long it takes him to accumu. By every evidence avail-late the desired amount of credit? And i1
.: able· to. us, inclfiding _s4J(J~t
·response to, . 0 ur - news- stories· .. 7the ~trident;~i.;'.-'mcii.pabl~;.1>er seJ i'r )?1°
· ,,. 1:be time bemg, of recewmg the d~ee,
:·:--why ~hould there -b e a specified reciird of
believe
we
editorial,
and
·
·
lump we~ ill be forced to sw,allow.
what he did not accomplish?
more than ever that the probRONALD SOUD
·
We
one.-.·
real
very
a
is
lein
4POL
.
i ' IN THE LIGHT OF (3), P-F has
. urge ttte Administration and . . the added . disadvantage that it makes
·'1he professor reluctant to fail a student
the _student leadership .to
~. tinue to explore ways · and ' · · ¢lid this has -the effect- of lowering the
standards of a course. There is a -considmeans for prov:idfl).g : _dece_n t_:
erabie · difference between not giving a
'.. .housing at a fair price for ·
.: student credit and giving him .a n F .
"Mr. an([ Mrs. USF. 0
' i ' Since P•NR does · not share, or
· shares only to a limited.degree, the disaµvantages . Qf ABCDF . and P-F menDeat Edit.or,
tioned above, it wins by default. '
knowledge
of
body
a
assemble
to
try
to
. Sci our first·morat6riwn has come.and
.. P•NR is less apt than the other two
man
to
happened
has
what
concerning
•
that
said
have
friends
my
of
Some
gone.
on this earth in the past. It would be not systems to discourage · a , student , from
it didn't really prove ··anything one way
only interesting but useful to know what dofog imaginative, self·intiated work. it
or anothez:. I can't agree. I think it
already occurred in various times is more apt to encourage teaniwork. It
has
proved several ·things , "to \vit: (a) that
and .places. S(lmeone might be able, for· reduces the ·rat-race aspect of presentpublic education in this country has gone
example, to analyse these records and day higher learning.
a long way" toward leaving most of its
i , Man first decided to go the moon
deten;nine what may have caused some
products incapable of recognizing nonsaid it couldn't.be done) and then
(they
.
failures,
and
triumphs
previous
of the
sense eveii wlien ifis_found in its purest
_and, maybe, to determine what is .Iµteiy sl>lved the technical problems of getting
form ; ( b) that- objectivity has no place
to happen in the future under similar . there.
in the "New Politics" ; (c) that no facul· Technical problems of P•NR can be·
conditions.
.ty member likely fo ·con'trl.bute to the adonce we have decided we want
overcome
sysstudy_
.this
_ Anyone ·undertaking
vancement of USF as a center of learnwhich seems a hintechnicality
,.One:
fr.
.
be
.to
have
naturally,
would,
tematically
_
an
as
except
affair
the
in
participat!!d
ing
very careful not to let his own biases hi~ ru:ance to some, namely the records of
amused spectator;
fluence the inter-pretations be 'would! - transfer._$tudents, seems hardly an Olr
: _-To be tal.r; however, it should be adeventually offer to his students. This ·sort stacle: The A, B, and C grades are tran•
mitted that, ·, as entertainment, it did
inv~stigation might even justify tlie · scribed; the D and F grades ignored.
·of
·
the
of
many
have a greatt=!r- appeai than
establishment of a sepa,:ate academic de- · , ·, ~ AS TO THE problem of graduate
pretentious dramas of .~ocial protest that
partment, with r~ponsibility for im- schoot. acceptance, GRE scores correlate
Even
have ·been produced here recently.
closer to· the level of p~forrnance of the
pa_rting" the knowledge developed..in
though not_~ of the expected particigiaduate student than do grades re~
·
· ·
pants could stay out of jail long enough way. ,
'
ceived in college. ·
Where
it.
forget
In second thought,to take part, at least we enjoyed the anthat
hope
our
also
course,
of
Is,
It
unprejudiced
and
qualiii!!d
enough
could
tics of our_b'uffool)-in-:residence.
specialists be .found to make such a de- once USF has improved itself by adopIn this age of raqical innovations, I
tion of P-NR, graduate schools will be
have one -'of my own to .offer - one that · partrilent worthwhile?
Keith Waller in-Ore interested in its students. After all,,
'
may be _too. far-fetched, I'm afraid, to ·at- '. · ·,, ."·
· · S~ it. is !he _school, , not the grade, that
tract much support. .It .has occurred to
· cpunts. ·
, ,.
me that, it ··might ·-be useful · fol' someone
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We .feel, also, that this power Tampa, FIL, 33'20. second clau Postage paid at
Tam111, Fla.,_:U.01, under Act QI Mar. ·3, 1179. Print,
balance through peaceful demon- ed By Tb1 Tlmts Publishing Company, St. Peters,
.
Over !t*o tliQusand people as- . stra,tion can be applied to the Unis$ibled ·'cm Crescent Hill with one ·versify,-with even greater justifica· Circulation Bates
·
mpfying \ purpose: · To ' protest the _ tion.
· 1k
(non-stuclinlsl - · ·-··-··· · Slngll MIii subscrlpHOIIS -··•" · ··; _ __ . _ $4 Scliool yr.
wl r in Vietnam) This demonstra.Peaceful demonstration at the
edlfed by 'ltucllnls II
and·
wrfflell
,Is
Oracie
Thtt
tii n was,··.- many - times over, the
UnlvwsllY o1 _south Florida. Edl!Grial. ylftl
University would be a type of ref~ . tho
herein an !lot . - r l l y tl!off of Ille USF ldml ...
l~est e:ver held on · this campus.
.
. .
erendum. We feel this js necess~ iltraliOL
Olli-• URIYersl!y Cln!U 222, pllolll nHl31J
that
say
No one can rightfully
Pabllsher and Genffll Manager, ext. ·'11; News, ext.
at times since the students have 'no '1fJ
al news
Adverttslng, ex1. '20. Deadlines: __
Moratorium at USF · was a •d irect voice in the selection of ·the
and .ads, Wednesday for toltcwing Wednesday; letters
• to editw, .S' p.m., Thursday; classlfled, 2 p.m,. Fri•
vement by SDS, nor by the Administration.
,
,
day.
ppies, nor by the New Left, nGr
-··· ···-·· · ··-·····~ ··- John Thomson
Editor The Oracle feels it is a shame
Managing Ed itor ······ "············- · Mary Mc Key
• e en by the New Party. 1be Mora.:
Copy Editor - ····- · · ·····-···· · · · · ··-· Oscar Ros
that it takes the imrripx:ality of war
Editor , ·····' · · ·····•···-· Bill Guggenheim
t ·ium at USF (and across the na- . iP begin to move tire , tudents of • Makeup
News Ed,ilor ··-········ · · · · · ····· · ···· Hilda Lough
Editor ..••••• . •• - -~· -·· Wi ley BrookS
EdlllJrlaT
ti · h} was a ' mo~~niept, by·tli~ pea:, . Uris. University, 'but l we are · glad Sports Ei!Ttor
· • •.•••••·.••• - - --·· ·· Jeff Mil ler
· -· ··· · - - ·· · John Guggenheim
Editor
Fine.Arts
.
p and of the ,P09ple.
that the time has finally come . to · R. Pa l HIii · ··- · · · -· ···-····· Advertising Manager
· Prof. Walte r Grisctl ··-· ···· ··-·· General ,...nager
Peaceful demonstrations, we put an end to apathy at this cam- · Ji4S [lqnd ••••• • ·· • ••• •·· • • • UoSJapuQS •w JOljjJ't' 'JQ
·
pus.
level the power. . balance
f · _ cau
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By_.John Greer

Apathy · ·
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r Tbe' 1;esult of the Moratorium
last W~nesday at this campus
wp.s clo:kei'} to home than Vietnam.
After 10. :Years of non-involvement
bi the -rriasses of ~dents _· here,
s1°1e of us finally decided it was_
to stand up. arid be ~ounted ,
time
I
fct or against something.

To ·Set The
:~ Record Straight

By AP Zl'LSTRA
.
. Assistant.Professor Of unnianiues
There is, these days, among members
of the faculty talk about a possible
change of the grading system (ABCDF)
in elective course work outside a student's major field of study.
-The alternatives mentioned are the
·. Pass-Fajl (PF) and the Pass-No Record
(P-NR) syste~s of grading. Students and ·
faculty members should carefully consider these alternatives as, well as the possible· overhaul of the whole grading system ·
and ·make their preference . kno)Vll
through senators and-or other means
(except violence, I should cautiously
.
add).
At this time, I would like to advocate
· my preference for what is, no doubt, the
system most apt to develop the intellectual. and creative potential. of university
students: P-NR. ·
ALTHOUGH THE university might
start this system with electives, P-NR
should eventually be applied to all
cow-se work. (Indeed, reasons might be
brought forward in favor of starting
..
P-NR with major course work.) ·
i , A student received his (or her) de:gree upon having accumulated a certain
amount of credit. Whether he does so
through quizzes of the quarter system's
hasty business or comprehensive exami.:
nations, a student receives those credits
upon satisfactory completion of . his
courses. Graµes (eyen in the .ominous
P-F) are unnecessary and, as I hope _to
show, insidious artifices tagged on the
credit structure.
i,, ABCDF does not, as Is often . sup. posed, encourage excellence ; or rather,
it . encourages the usually dubious and
self-defined excellence of ABCDF.
· The learning . process which · favor
· comprehension .and imagination is not
served by competition, that most sacrosanct elemenr of the so•called free enterprise system of economics. It has its
place · in the b_all-park and race-trac.k. .
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Commut~r Candidates
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.
tive, 1t 1s one of my primary represent and serve you to the
objectives to fill the void I Jim.its of my ~bilities and ,vith
which exists between the stu- the ' highest integrity. ·
dents and their government.
!\lark Stichter
. , My p;evious experien:::es
have indicated to me that it is
essential for the stude:1ts to
become informed of the
"democratic processes•· lln
I am a transfer student
this campus in order to pre- -Jrom Miami-Dade Junior Col'
serve that which we cherish , lege South.
and in or.der to provide furExperience: Student senather ~wareness .b y the govern- _tor, Inter Club representative,
ment of student needs.
and president of Young DemoI present to each ()f yau the crats at Miami Dade
Junior
following list of my qualifica- College South.
tions:
. Objectives: My main objec,;, Endorsement from the
SRG _(Students for a Responsi- tive is to . try to eventuall;x
help_ estabhsh a line of comble Government.)
munication
b e t w e e n the
,,, Previo1:1s experi~nce as
never-present Pres; Allen and
Argos Representative.
,,, Member Resident Affairs the student.
Sid Kaskey
Committee.
.
,,, Major in Pre-Law.
Legislation upon which I am
now.. focusing attention - includes:·
v Bookstore bind-µp
,
,,, Parking plight
,,, Resident reapportionment
,,, Food service policies.
If elected, I
P.ndeavor to

Ashley-.

I believe in 's t u d e n t
tive and see all of "your" - the way to . gammg occupa- am an electrical engineering
I feel that the . University
problems taken care of.
tional knowledge. but regard- · student .(3.4 GPR), and am power" but not as the cliche
must
recognize that
students
As candidate for Commuter
MICHAEL ROSEN less of the reasons they are campaigning for the office of used by USF's campus politi'
I
cians.
Ideally,
Representative I, Susan Allen,
"s
t
u
d
e
n
_
t
S}\G primarily selfish 'llld seco11d- commuter Representative as a
have. a crucial r<:>le to ·pla.y·i;Il.. ,
will work to improve the
arily humanitarian.
member. qt the · Students power" is the grass roots oreducation. Student voice., ii.. parking and traffic problems.
for Responsible Goyerµment ganization of students as manneeded in determining.educ~~
SG elections will be held
Our commuter University
a _l
shortly and each- oi the cancti- (SRG). I am vitally con- ifested in the Student Governtional policy in regara ·
. cerned with 'the · following as- ment arid haying equal power
needs greater commuter rep'
Are you concerned about dates running is . running for
course offerings and_ evalua.~ ·;
with the- administration. The
. pects of commuter life:
.
resentation if we are ever to
.
_/
shift the emphasis to the pri- the sh'brtage of parking space calculated reasons - I am
tion, curricular requirements, ~-i
Student Government should
,,, The deporable. parking be a forum for "student
mary student enrollment ....,. at · USF? Perhaps you're, · u~- , 1 ~ne of !hose _candida.t~. .In
fac ulty hiring, evaluation and .
"THE COMMUTER."
satisfied with the quarter. sys-. . some, this selfishness can be and parking fine situation.
tenure.
:: ;:.
power"!
Susan Allen tern'· or the lack of married · tfimpered with 3. desire to
There
sh9uld
b,e
student
Two of my goals are to
- - - - - - - - - - - - housing.
learn and µnderstand and. the .. ,,, The· noon rush hour · cafcontrol of non-academic mat-_, ·,
· exert pressure on the adminSolving these and ' many desire to -·.felp ~stab~ish ·a eteria .probl\?m, ·
ters such as studen·t conduct ,:
istr!ltion
·to
have
Professo1
other problems concerning more relevant --Umver~1ty at,,,. The bookstore's monopo- Stevenson's contract renewed,
and dismissals, soeial regula-:~-commuter students is cer- mosphere and commumty.
listic practices.
tions and extra-curriculaf ac:.: ' ·
and to force the milit~ry reI an:t seeking the office of tainly no ea:;;y task, but your
As an old Yugoslav proverb
tivities.. I completely. back the
cruiters
to
move
out
of
the
UC
,,, Strengthening ·the Bill of
commuter representative for vote for Marv .Bailey as your puts it, "tell the truth and
Student Bill of Rights and will :
lobby
and
to
be
relocatPd
in
one main reason: to simply be Commuter Representative is run." T e first I hope I've Student Rights.
work for its implementation.-.
the Placement Office where
an efficient and effective rep- a step in the right direction.
•
Give
a damn! VOTE!
-·
,,,
Construction
of
the
Stu·ve
Th1·s
m
y
be
an
done
and
the
latter
I'm
at.:
any
other
on-campus
recruitresentati ·
a
' Dedicated to the welfare of
Boy C. A:shJ_
ey-_' '.
dent Union.
over simplification, but tco
ers must go.
tempting now.
often it has been the case that all student~, Marv :vill use- his
ERIC A. HOUGHTON
I will apply this philosophy
,,, Widening Fowler Ave.
those elected to student ·gov- pa~t experience with stude~t,
to
all current issues . as an
six
lanes.
ernment just become ; em- · government as ":'~'ll . as ~is
Argos Represeritati~e. .
bers of a select club;' futher own personal famiharity with
,,, ~sketball.
Bruce Meiselman
than consciously work to rep- . .commuter needs at USF to
'
se e you b tter
Parking, married housing
,,, Football.
.. ,-.-.
res.e:nt their constituenc,y.
rv
, e MAR
. V BAILEY and beer in . the Rathskeller
When elected, I shall diliTherefore, to achieve my
SRG ·are ·three situations that I, as gently strive to improve the
goal of effective representaa married commuting student quality of University life.
In seeking a return to . the
tion, I shall set up table in
and member of SRG would
· complish these goals. ·
.
office of Argos RepresentaKARL BENTON CLARK
the UC froll'l time to time, as
like to see resolved.
'
·Fred lfo~tll ;
well as establish a mailing ad- .
. OU9
On
- Parking spaces are ade,.,My name. is Fred Horowitz
dress whereby commuter stu- .
Life is short, so why not- quate if the cars are spread
. . ., . :
.and I am seeking-= to be redents can express their vi~ws, · speak the truth ? Let's face it;_ out throughout the entire day.
turned as Fontana-DeSoto
ideas, and . complaints directly basically we all arP. selfish, · Unfortunately our classes are
Hall
Representative. I am 'a ,
to their representative. This almost every act we perform not.
As a candidate for the office
ization
of
the
University's
exactly what I want to do. A~ member ot Students for Re- of Student Government
will spearhead my drive to is done to fulfill a personal
'Married ~-ousing is avail- ·
_potential for forum and dia- YOUR representative, I would sponsible Government (S_RG) sentative from Fontana · arid
get all students directly in• heed or warit.
·_able in Tampa it is true ....,. if
I am a candidate for Andros logue.
·
earnestly strive to he l.p ·.and . am currently serving in Desoto Halls; i would· like to
volved in their government., A multiplicity of ~ea~ns you ·don't mind· driving for 10
Representative. If elected, I
Robert Underwood change, among other thing~:
. can be_ offered for- attcndmg -to l? m·,1es ·e ch a
~II you why I feel I am the :the legislature.
· ·· •
·
·
·
f
~
a
w Y ~very
WI.th m y ded.ica t·10n t o m. this umvers1ty,
c angmg rom day or are willin
to pa $135 will: ,
i;< Housing
<;onditions and
best qualified.
·
,,, Work towards positive
volving all students in the SG, a dislike of military dtill aU-_a month fodme tedroo! and
rules, ·
_ I am a member of the Resias well as my commitment to
dent Affairs Committee and
reform concerning the manda- , I ' am . a transfer .student
i;< Mandatory _food plans as
open-mindedness of all view:no yard.
·.-cam completely aw_are of the -from Ed~~n Junior College;in .•
tory food plan as it now. .
points, I shall seek to rel}'
c· The questio.n of beer in the stands.
'.
Friends, Romans, country- well as restrictions on eating problems of the resident stu- Fort Myers,
-graduat;ed .
•
th
n'!en,
·or is it friends, groaning privileges,
resent a 'creative coalition' .
~
Rath skeller Ls now a reality at
· dent especially food, parking,
wi~ . a · de~ee- -' i~ E_
Eiliijcal
,,, Work to al!ev1ate- e
.
?
for a 'creative change.'
, the University of Florida and current . residential parking , res1dencemen . Lend me your
,,, Campus , health proce- and lost key fines·.
Science. While at . E~son, I •
BOB SCHNEIDER .
ft
_
f the ·university of West Floriproblem.
·- ears, or rather your minds. dures, such as no school am.
:-was a~tive in stud~nt govern- :
-da - Why not here?
.I was ·extremely jnstrumen- - .mentand• was pr:es.ipenf. of '.tlie ,
,,,·Act -to solve the· -present . The time has come to quell bulance, and
· As a member of SRG I will
the rising discontent among
,,, ineffective inter-student ta1 _last, year in getting the . Edispn J.C. Young. ~~rat•
"Calliope~" a weekly televi- · work on the's e problems for merchandise and space prop- resident students. And that's communication.
residence age lpwered to 20. I ic Club. .
·' ~ _
lems 'of the University Booksion · series of, by, and for . and as a commuter.
plan
to
investigate
thoroughly
·
If
elected,
I
pi~ge
,to preBut,
in
order
to
be
able
to
BOB BYRNE store. _
Commuters: - Tired of not ,Young people premiered Tuesthe
feasibility
of
establishing
pare
·
and
distribute
a
n·ewsletdo
these
things
for
YOU,
I
,,,
Support
the immediate
SRG
being represented · the way . day night on WEDD, Channel
ter and questionnaire., !'feel implementation of the Student '
need YOUR help first. So, if . a shuttle · bus system for
QlrS ' OUnCI
you want to be represented. 3.
Fontana-DeSoto
students,
this
is imperative for any S.G. : :
my
ideas
agree
with yours,
Bill of Rights.
·
The program, which follows
Read the following and see if
1
don't
hesitate
to
lend
me
your
,,,
And
support
the
SRG
Also
·
I
,
plan
to
-study
the
officer
to serve his cen'stituen- ··
the·se aren't "your" prob- a magazine format, is "editsupport also.
matter
of
.
getting
-free.
oncy
faithfully.
platform.
·
The USF World Affairs
ed" by high school and colI . To
D' .
lems:
17kinson, am a
I would appreci~te yQur
'
Janet Le\lis Council besides continuing
lege student,5, each preP.aring
' . m
Valerie Rubin campus mail service for Fon...,,,, not enough commuter - their own segiµents fot ..,·the . · candidate fer ca: ~at as comtb_eif , Forejgn Exc_l:!ang~ ,. ~o-.,. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _s_R_G tana-DeSoto Hall students. support and vote; on ~- 22.
half-hour sllow:"l'!. -,~ ,,.,_, - ,. . ;muter representative. I am a
parking
With your support, we can ac: GARY L~-~
- ~am, have plans m ade lpt_
Included i~ the program se- .member and have the suppo~t
II' ·too high parking fines
several events this year.
[' .
ries will be interv.iews with of the Students for Responsi\
This quarter they will sponII' not enough time between
In the midst of the current
young film-makers and "ex- ble Gover°:ment (SRG) . . If
sor
a
weekend
conference
on
As
a
ca,ndidate
for
the
office
classes
tl.u.siv_e, showings" of c their _elected: I will;work for sound public paranoia students must Japan and an International : f And
R
.
· ·>" not having our student films ; ' local musicians pe_r-, :resolutions
ros
epre~entative. I
o~ such commu~er stand firm to prot~ct thei!' Happening on ·either Thailand · o
Bill of Rights implemented yet formi.~ g their . ,own -c.o,mposi- _problems as . . l~ck of
propose to investigate various
parki~g rights as citizens and human or Honduras.
' ,,, not having communica- ti on s; ''not-yet-discovered'.' . . space and_ . r:_1d.!culous traffic beings -rights, perp,llps too . An Inter~ational Fall Dance problem _situations. , Of these
tion between the co·m muter actors and ·.playwrights, poets· - -~mes! . Umvers1ty B~okst~re long taken for granted.
is being considered as a fur- . areas some of those involving
•
the .Andros area are the 21
As the products of the eduand school
and dancers. · · ·
meff1c1ency; the Registrat10n
ther
activity
,
with
possible
meal
:progra
m
a1,1.d
the
cafeteThese are Qnly the beginThe latest in fashion trends · rat race; and lack of commu- cational systems, students University and -community .
-ria's ruling on non-residents.
ning o~ our problems. The Stu- intervie.ws ~itjt~:y9µ~g ·spo~·! ._nication among _stu_dents, fa~- should have a greater voice in partitjpation.
University
policy.
Student
reAs
an
Assistant
Regional
·
· Oth ~r areas I plan to sup-·
dents for Responsible Govern- champ~(?nS, and in-depth re- ulty and staff. I will apprec1view boards should be initi, Director for the Deep South -port are the building of a Uniment (SRG) feel that I am ·ports on issues of the day in- ate your support.
qualified to solve these and volving· youth . are· also to ·be
TOM DICKINSON · ated in several phases of -the Region of the council on Inter- versity Rathskeller and housadministration; especially , to national Relations and United ing for -µiarrie'd couples. - I
other problems as Commuter featured in the series.
work with the Housing and Nations Affairs (CIRUNA), pledge to carry -out thii;; proRepresentative.
"Calliope" · may be seen
Food Service.
the World Affairs Council will gram,to the best of my ability
Vote for Michael Rosen, each Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. on
I feel the possibility of\ a take part in a nationwide pro- and would greatly appreciate
"your'' Commuter representa- . Channel 3.
I am Karl Benton Clark. I
.,, student-owned b o o k s t o r e gram to inform the public your vote.
Sally Lamson
should be: thoroughly investi- about biological and chemical
-gated, as well, as · banking warfare. Their participation
~' ,·
.facilities on campus. Exten:. will include speakers and leafsion of hours for the Universi- lets.
ty Center,_ the coffees.hop, and
To assist any student interthe cashier'.s office are long ested in studying or working
''
overdue. ·. ·
ovetseas, the Council operates
But even more important. I its Foreign Exchange Proam convinced that the rights gram. The Council office in
of political freedom , free University Center, room 21f is ' , Richard Abrams'. SPE, has .
3
speech,. and· freedom of asopen dai!y from 3 to 5 ,p.m. wori this week's Oracle Footsembly must . never·. be _corn- ·and -they will provide infor ma- tion cin a great· variety of pro- ball .Predicting., Con test.
ptorilised.
_
Abrams called 2Q out • of 20
Administrative recognition grams.
' - ·of campus organtzations i~ ar~
They will also provide ·all shots in last weeks competichaic ; groups . need only be possible iiSsistance to any stu- tion.
registered regardless of politi- · dent who would like to. apply
There ,vas a four-way · tie
ca:l or cultural convictions.
for. a program. Membershi-~ for second place and all of the
I am committed to ·support in the World Affairs Council is second . place entries lost on
a student bill of ·rights, the open to ~Y , ~terested stu'. the defeat of- Miami ·by Memr
USF constitution, and full util: dent.
phis State..
·
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JHIS CAN GElYOUR<

. EAD TOGETHER
•

.Lead your o\vn life.
· Enjoy it. ·· ·
Don'.t let life
let
you down
· because of a silly headache. Happiness is as far
(

Get A·

FREE!

I

SHEAFFER PEN.:
(With any purchase ovel' $·1.00
First 1500 Customers). r

s

awayasaiiAnacin*bottle.
Anaci~ _is twice as strong

THE

.f't~'®e
l',

.-l ·.

.~..

..-

in the specific pain reliever doctors recom_- mend most -as the other
.well ,known extra strength
.tablet.
Anacin may ·not bend
your mind, but it sure will
get your head together.

'

l

•

' .

oldie but _goodie _;
the funky prints
Printed jn granny's at.t ic on clingy iittle

J_

Amel® triacetate jersey styles. The hues ·
are subdued, the pr4lts :ai'e stric~ly _out:of ' .
t he past; and the shape skims the. body ·
.., . , . curve for curve. A -new way t o . tupi_on
_ fashion, sizes 5 to 131 15.00, in Junior
Sportswear, all stores except Gandy '.
.. ·Blvd. St~re for Homes.
·

FLORIDA

· :.

1

·MCEiroy: 'L·uck Of .The Irish'

Brings This SocCer Man Here

. '
What has 40 legs -and an IQ of 180?
' Irish" Ireland ever to receive a soc• Greg said, "The only thing
.By VITO CARPITELLA
has "a little bit of the
I older brother owns a string of ·
THE PHYSICAL education
Twenty PE majors.
· _.
_
,
Sports Writ.er
1·_nf Dthu~lin!i>r.·m of Greg McElroy ,c er scholarship front _art ever got for Christmas was a race horses and dreg's expo•
major · says Coach · Don !_:t6i•
Now before I get threatened by a swarm of big monsters
0
u
American University,. has had football (Irish for soccer) jer• sure to the -th9roughbreds has
storming into the Oracle office, let m~ explain.
comb is "determined, enthust•
TM· USF soccer team n6,w
Greg, the first player ft'om much experience to qilaiify sey or football l:i6ots."
·
heen overpowering.
I
"I'M. NOT implying that all PE .majors.al'll slow•witted ; but I.
Soc·cer, however, . is not 1 Not so 9verpowering, how• astic and rJgid, but team spir•
him as a top•ranking player.
have noticed·tha t most men who majored in PE and never made
i tis higli.' '
·,
Greg's only interest. "My sec- ever, that he hasn't noticed
it as athletes seem to be sitting behind big desks in offkes -all
American
females.
"The
girls
Greg
feels
-soccer
AS
AN
will
.AMATEU
R player ond love is riding," he said,
around the nation. Ahd they are doing just that i sitti~g,
· here are t}vo years behind in emerge as a major Arti~i'ican
last year, h_e played for the
The hardest p·art of their J'ob is fighting the boredom.
"and.I'd
like
nothing
1i.etter
fashion. In Ireland they wear sport after its exposure al llie
Shamrock Rovers, a top team
Example: A PEJ rnajot, takes a- majority of PE related cours•
in the Junior International than going out West · to the dresses shorter." He feels World Cup Event in Mexico
es while in college. He is there· on an athletic scholarship , He is
· the girls lfere are "fjretty pos• next year, Sixte!!ii teafus will
League . A thorough grounding ranch."
so busy with the football team, the basehall team, the basketb all
sessive'; ,- but adds that "ev• cotnpet~ in the event whicli Ls
with the Home Farm Football
SOME OF his friends back
team, the hockey team, and any other team that may be offered
eryone,
has been fr'ien.dly." ·.
held every fotir_years.
Club for nine years was the in Ireland have lived in the
at his school, that he doesn't have time for his studies. The pro·
basis of his experience.
Midwest and described its'
fessors pass him because he is a super-star and his expulsion
This
experience
dates
back
striking
. i:'eserrtblance to Ire- ··
from ·college would mean the cellar for the majority of the
to
the
time
lie
cotild
Walk.
land,
to
dt~g. In addition, his
teams.
. .
.
---~- ------ -"--- ------ ----'- -~-~- ----'- -='-= ~-"-' ------'-~-- -~- Edward J. ·Trebes, photo· overall total ·in the Industri_al
AFTEk- otm HERO graduates from ' college, ·he decides to_graphic .supervisor of the pho- and At'chitec!ural•Colot cate,
try his hand at pro ball. In the fir t week of training, he injures '
tography department in Edu. gories with five blue ribbons.
his knee and is told that he .can't play ball anymore. He takes a . ·
Prior tci fiis corning to tJSF
job \villi the college in their athletic department. From that point
catlonal Resources, ,von top
in
April; 1968, Trebes worked
' on, he will spend more time in an office chair than he ever would
honors in two categories ;i.t for the Florida
Citrus Com•
have spent on the field.
_. ·
·
,
the annual Florida" Profession• mission ap_d spent the iii.st
And Jet me tell you something, sitting in a big chair can real•
al Photography Conference in three summers af the Wimolia
ly take it out of a guy.
,
..
.
·
•Ft.Laude rdale.
School of fl rofessional Plio•
Most f>E ·men seem to have it-in for newspape rm~. . ,
He received the highest togr_aphy - in_ Wimolia, Jnd_. _
IMAGINE WHAT .kind of welcome AMul Nasser wouid get j{
I
I
he were to visit Moshe Dayan ·for krepla~h and gefilte·fi~'l_!. it's
~
the same treatment the press gets. t-don't want to be a spartan
j - .--~ ..._
IJ~ ~ With The Soul Sounds Of Thi
,By MAX KERNICK
the ball OJJt to the wing posi• opened the way for the Moun• field at Molintaineer
'
about it but it does happen. .
. ~ ~ - . . - ; . , -.,
r;
.-' · .
• Raven ··
· ,
Stadium
'
S_pofts Writer
tion· · to Phil Vitale, Vitale taineers 1 first goal.
I
,
•
··,. .
· • ,;_
because "it was rough and
'
THURSDAY_9 to 12:30 P.M. ·,
1
glided the bail past the out• ·
. . - .
.
d
there was too much friction
:Hhh St. At Busch.
MORGANTOWN W. VA. ALL YO_lj .
GIRLS,$1.QO
stretched fingers of thi! West
~
SCOR,E
i:enewe
, th~ when the boys fell." •
Fourth·ranked We~t Virginia Virginia goalie antl
OPEN
THURS.
Thru
·suN.
CAN DRINK ,GENTS 3.00
made thi! hope of the s~ali _crowd and
\.
'rhe Mets' winning of.the pennant shouldn't come as a sur• University fell .prey to tlie score 2.0,
"I think our field ·at·USF is
made the MQunfa1rieer Jll!lm
•
prise for veteran New Yorkers. The ·c ity has seen 45\pennants USF soecer team by a score
the
,
b
est
one in the nation,"
hurl themselves at the Brah.
of 4•1 in Mountaineer Stadiuin
since 1888.
AF'TER TIIA'r POINT, the man defense. Tough taek~ng , HolC!)mb continued, ~•several
_
.
Of these, 17 were in· the ~ational League. Add to that the last Sahird'a:y. 'l;'he Brahmans Brahmans kept Up a COD· and desperate kicking !eept of the boys got burns from
11 pennants of the old Brooklyn badgers and the 28 of the brushed off any threat of de- stant drive, much to the dis• ·the Bralimans lead intact.
falling on the artificial grass.
Yankees and you have quite a oig·total for one city, Chicago is, feat early :in..the game when inay of ,the partisaned crowd.
We also found -that we tired
With two minutes to , go, faster on this than on · ~al
'
they
scored
three
straight
After
tlie·
Brahmans
kept
next in line with 21.
up
.
•1
,
,, a constant pressure; it was·VI· Jerry Zagarri clinched tht! grass."
. THE' DOLPHINS will be ·playing another game here in goals in thE! first half.
Irishm_!lil
:
Greg_
McElroy
tale again who scored the game for USF with a scorch•
Tampa this season against th~ _Boston Patriots Nov. 30. In
hegan
the - first half on• 'third goal. There was a goaJ• ing drive that made the final (EDITORS NOTE-Max. Ker•
'(FORMERLY THE SANDAL ·sHOP)
· ,championship competition, against the Pats, the , Dolphins
nick is here un a scholatship
score 4·1.
slaught
after
only
12
minutes
mouth
scramble,
and
after
a
,have won three out of
Has a 11.-w,line of cu,stoni made vest, skirts,
g;imes.
ftoni Birmingham, England.
After the game, Coach Dan
I still hold to niy precljction that the Dolphs ,viii h;we their had elapsed: He stroked the few t\?rse moments the ball
belts, watch"bands and bags.
While
in
England,
Kernlck
i
best season ever this year, but I don't think George Wilson ball past the helpless Moun• . rieochete~ out to strike Vi• Holcomb said that ~ did not wrote several articles
for
taineer
goalie
for the score; tale, who smashed tne ball
can hang on as coach for one more year.
306
N.
like
Dale
.
t
he
Mabry
artificial
·
\
turf
on
the
magazines
.
Ph. 876-9416
Th the secofid quarter,. $Jen• into the gaping net.
pu asterisks
·
.
· ..
·
der Pete Tumminia, the lethal '
After the break at the half,
. The Bunio,n Derby is corniIJg ! The arn1Ual competition will
left-winger, stormed down 'the Virginia started their- scoring
be held in mid•Novem6er. Watch this column ' for more irtfor•
field into a crowd of Moun• . drive. A defensive blunder on
mation.
taineer defendets and chipped -the part : of the Brahmans

Trebes G·ets Top Award

Kickers Triumph 4-1
Aim For No. 1 ln ·U.S.'.

'!' ' ·.• ·
'J"i!

~,,.A,: i...-4 j

'.,i;i

G·rounders .Ancl ~9alp~sts

~EERBLAsr :

·.

r

DOlJSEOF

~- Y !f R _
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Simoneau Wins
National Rally
'

By JAN WALKER

John Simoneau, USF fresh•
man, left .last weekend for Detroit to compete in the Grand

HOLIDAY
TRAVEL
M,\KE YOUR
RESERVATIONS

NOW!
y, Airlines
Jtil CruiseJ
v, Tour~
Anywhere-Anytime

NO SERVICE .
.<~ARGE _

'

.

PHONE 877~9566

World Travel Center '
2624 Hillsboro Plaza.
Torripa; Florida

I
I
I

~,
'

COLLEGE
■ Purdue vs. Northwestern ··········· ··•·······" ·· 'Put. 6-3) .

·:

Ohio State vs. Illinc5is .... ........... '.'... ....••••• (OS 9-0)
Nebraska vs. Oklahoma State• •...... . ....•••• -: .. (OS 5-4)
: U of Miami vs. TCU ... ......... "... ..• •• •. . . . . . (Mia 9-0)
R d Rall
d : F1a. State V§. Mississippi State ........... ....... (FSU 7•2)
. ~atio;~ck = 0~ . .. . _ L_ an, : . Eiorida ,vss '.8lldetbiJt. . ?- . :-~. ...•.•• ~ ... ~-·-· ···· 1Fia·9-0)
ctun1;· I ac; V}CtOfil OU~. '"!
I UCLA vs. ·Sfanford ······"···· ········ "c····· ·· (UCLA
A ;·$}500 schofarship .>.atid a .t' Georgia i'et:h\;s. ·southern Cal••........ ......• (USC -5-4)'
5-4)
1970 Hurst Equipped Cougar : Georgia vs.:Kentucky ..•........ ........... ..... (Ga 8•1)
Eliminator \vith -a 429 Cobra ■ 'i'ampa vs. Eastern Michigan ..... ........ ~ .... (Tam '9-0)
Engine was aw~rded to J?hn :
PROFESSIONAL
and each of his two team•. -1
- Ba
.
'th
h.
■
Atlanta
vs.
Green
y ........... ........... .... ·(GB s·1)
mates wh O drove WI
im.
: Baltimore vs. San Francisco ... ::: ........ ....... (Balt 6-3)
A 1;0a1J ~filly is . basi~y ~ ,: Cleveland
St. Louis , ........... .........•. • (Gleve 9-0)
test of skill: A-·set of direc•· 1 'Los Angeles vs. -Chicago ........... ...... ......... (LA 6-3)
tiorfs are given to each te_a m : Detroit vs. Minnesota ........... .... ~. •..••••.. (Miim,7•2)
at the starting line and exact : WashingtQn vs. Pittsburgh .... : .... ~ ....•..... (Wash 5-4)
speeds,; must be_ att_;i.ined. 1 Miami vs. Buffalo ........... ........... . : ....• (Mia 8-1)
Each ca~'--bills~ acknowled~e,
*Kansas City vs. Cincinnati •.......... ...•.. , . •.• (~C 5-4)
every check· pomt .on the list . ·New York vs. Boston -·-··· ~·········· ··········· (NY 8·1)
of directions.
·
: Oakland vs . .San J?iego .....·....• a ••••••.•.. : •••••• (SD 5-4)
The Grand National Cqurse. :
in Detroit was 160 miles Jong ■ NAME
.'
and 131 rules were .followed_ : ADDRESS
; [)emerits were jssued . for , ~
each error in speed and time ■ S.S. NO .
. of arrival at check points.
:
John was a co•navigator ,of ~ PHONE .
.
the 1970 Cyclone ·GT, and he :
Please circle your predictions of this week's- games.
kept the car on course. Drew , You must predict the exact score of the starred gaine.
Bottaro, a freshman at MIT, : Entries must be in the box in the UC ,lobby by '5 p.m. Fri• •
.. was the driver and Steve • day. Only one entry per week, please. ' 1 .
.
'
ChernOJf, who attends Rens- :.•••••• •••-• ••••••••• ••••-'••• •;.~_..;; ••••••• ••• ~.,
selaer Polytech Institute · in
New York, was the other.co-:.,

,.

'·..• · . Sports Writer - ,... ,.. '

.rFootbaircontes,···i
1

- -~

vs.

i

,5·

t·
por $

Shorts;

na;:.!a1:;;ee : ualified for .the . .
Grand National Rally by win·
ning the New York State Road
Women's Intramura l Bas•
Rally last February.
'
ketball games for this week
The Grand National Road are scfieduled as follows: .
Rally was sponsored by the'
T~day - Epsilon Inte.
E x p 1 o re r-.s~ and · Lincoln.4
lex vs. Kappa Alpha - ,·
Mercury. Henry. Ford II was
· Theta
.
·
present to offer his congratu•·.
Chi Omega vs. Kappa
lations ·to John and his team•
Delta
,.
mates. ·
· Afpha Epsilon Phi vs. Mu

'~THI~ IS OUR·
-~"~IIZA\
·MACHINE

2East
Gamma F,;ast . vs. Mu 1
East-,
Thursday-Epsilo,!) II vs
Delta Zeta
Delta · Gamma vs. Tri
Delta
'
Alpha Delta Pi vs Kappa
"3East
·Gamma
4 · E as t vs
•
. 4
· rl'.}amri).a _West

at

~ games will begin
4:20
on the outside co~t~ by the
Gym. •, I. , ~' · .
•

-The slimnastics program is
, open to girls interested iir
~ \. shaping up, exercising, and
. losing weight. Today the girls
will meet'in the dance studio
at 7 p.m. and begin learning
exercises to help them with
figure control.
Nf9k 'Powell, last week's top
, bowler with .a high 'game of
254-. was presented with a
"250'~ game patch by the USF
Bowling League.

I

I

The Archery Club el~cted
new officers at their meeting ·
Oxt. 15: Richard P/lql, 'presi• ·
dent; :· Ronald ' Vaisman,; vice
president;. and Hilda Hatzell,
secretary•treasurer.

"PIZZA JUST LIKE

GRANDMA USED
•-TO MAKE"
(If You're Italian)

8426 N. Florida
Ph. 935-0512

. 3~05 E. Hillsborough
Ph. 238-1212 _.

I

"

Practice · sessions: for the
club are to be held every
Monday and Tuesday. at 2
p.qi.
Qbalifying for non.scholastic
golfers will be held Oct. 25-26
at 10 a.m. at ·the golf course.
Only those cettifying a handi•
cap of 6 or better are eligible
to qualify:. Please confact
Coaclf Berner p~or to SatlJi•
day.; Oct. 25. ,
,
,
<;>

,

.

WE REALLY
·o.HAYE-BETTER

IDEAS!!
See The Light,
At Bill Currie! ,.,.

--~----------~-,
Gordon's
I
.
Temple Terrace Shopping Center
56th Street
Tampa, Florida

Ah, yes . .. Writer Reminisces ,

6-THE ORACLE-U. of South Floridcr, October 22, 1969

-Days ·. With 'Ha/11/TJerin' Hank'
one the fans could depend on
for an acknowledging nod to
their ye11s. Hank .would never
hesitate to stop before a game
and chat with the people in
the box seats. Much ,to the delight of the fans, Hank loved
to pose for pictures, or slip a
baseball to some • little girl
whil woilld . timidly murmur,
"Hi, Mr. Aguirre."

By JAN WALKER

Sports Writer

Scott Christiansen of TKE catclies the touchdown pass that
beat Phi Delta Theta for ~e first time in three years. The
Tekes won by a score of 7-6 in_intramural ~ompetition last

·' ·
Hank Aguirre, one 6f the all
time lovable personalities of
baseball; has lightened the
hearts of many millio!JS of
fans in ballparks across· the
nation. He is known and respected by fellow players and
sports writers. But "Hammer.in' Henry" is best known for
his futile antics with a baseball bat. Hank is the only
baseball player in history to
clinch fue Earned Run Averc·
age title AND the Worst Hitter Award in the same seasop.
· Hank's best year in baseball
.was 1962. Pitching for the Detroit Tigers, he posted a 2.21
earned run average, the best
_in the major Teagues, no§ing
out Sandy Koufax who had a
2.54 earned ruri• average. !fhe
Worst Hitter Awafd was pres. ented to Hank by the Detroit
Baseliall Club. It was a small
.- bat •w ith three · holes ih it.
Hank Aguirre was proud of
. , his lmv earnM run average,
out the Worst Hitter Award
was publicized to a greater
extent.
THAT'S THE WAY Hank is,
a lot of fun, a real gtiy, sofne-

week. Dennis Stanley kicked the extra point that put the
game on ice for TKE. Also in the picture is Doug Painter,
who blocked on the pla.y. (Photo by Bill Snyder)

@irls of all ages love the
figure looming
on the pitth~r's moilnd, and a
Ladies Day game back in 1963
· when Hank Was with .,Detroit
is the best Indication of
Hank's popularity.
, Tflousands of breathless females sat on _the edge of their
seats for 8 dramatic innirlgs
and ,vatched one _piayer att~r
another on the opposing, team
fail to connect oh any of the
,roitches served by Tall Henry.
THen, tt! the Immense Horror
of all those emotion'}! females
_1 ih the stands, some villain got
, a hit. I }lad never feen a fan
cry at a gai:ne until ·t hat day.
It was quite a touching scene.
Few baseball players have
ever rated that type, of worship. When Hank walked from
the mouhd; . he received an

tali llarldsome

o_vation and he still had a
smile left in · him for all of
_those adoring fans.

routine oiu;
It wasn't.
The stunned Yankee infield
began bobbling and throwing
the ball wildly about. Three
runs scored before t h e
Yankees recovered t h e i r
" cool," and there was Hank
proudly perched on first base.
First Base? After three runs
scor~d, he only made it to
first base? Hank later said
tl!at he was so elated to get
oh base that he didn't want to
give anyone the opportunity tq
tag him out.

'

.

J CAN REMEMBER getting
to baseball games early just
-so I could' watch Aguirre take
batting practice. It was something to see. He 'd stand in the
on-deck circle a,nd blast long
drives to the outfielders, who
were shagging fly balls. Once
he hit the ball clear into the
left field stands· and the crowd
went wild. They cheered Hank
for a full fiv'e minutes, while
he stood there with that mischievous grin on his face. .
Hank got a hit one time tha.t
.-caused ._the New York Yankee
infield to fall completely
apart, The stage .was set', The
· bases were loaded and the
, Yankee pitcher felt tio real
fbreat as Hank, approached
jhe plate, waving that vicious
baseball bat. Hank hit a slow
roller to third or what was
better descriSed as ·a "puny
p~ke" that sh~uld have ~~en a

TIGER STADIUM will always be the same, almost.
When Detroit traded the lefthanded idol, there seemed to
be something missing on the
baseball field. Hank Aguirre
wasn't there to charm all his
fans with his friendly ways.
Sure there are all the -other
playe_rs, but tliey're just not
Hank. He is different someh0\11. He is worth a million to
all his falls .

0

~:.

~ · ~ --

J. -:::. ~ . . .'!
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BEER BLAST

With The Soul Sounds Of The

THURSDAY 9R;~·12:30P.M.

30th st. At Bu~h.

- ALL

YOU .

CAN DRINK

O_PE~. TijURS. fhru SUN.

GIRls_ _Sl.00

GENTS

3.00

,Intramural _. Results
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Wednesday • -4:15 p.m. ,

• - 1. Tau Epsilon Phi vs. Sigma Nu ·_
2 Bela 4W vs Bela 4E
3 Alpha 4E vs Alpha 2W
4 Zeta I VS Ela

'Bela 4 East 14, Bela 1 West O
Beta 3 West 22, Beta 2 West 13
•
Iola 1 & 3 6, Iola 2 6
Fontana s .18, Fontana .it 6
Alpha 1 Est 0, Alpha 2 East 0
Fontana 7 & 8 12, Fontana 2 O
Desoto S & 6 6, Fontana 3 0
Beavers 21, Zoo O
Lakers 13, Mother Goose 6
Facul ty 1, A E Phi O (Forfeit)
Beta 1 Ea.st 1, Beta G West O (Forfeit!

Wednesday • 5:30p.m.
1 Beta GE V"> Bela 'SN

J. Alpha 2E vs Alp)la 3W

3 Zeta II vs Theta
Fontana 3 v.S Fontana 5

.f

- 5 Faculty vs Mothergoose
6 ZOO vs PEM

1
2
3
4
5
6

I

• · Fine tuning
• 1· Yr. Warranty
• S1»lid State
• Push Button Channel Changer
• Expert lnstallati_on Available

Mama Cass ·friends of Distinction
Select

$) 69

'

vs

Tau Kappa Epsilon 7,, Phi Delta Theta

6

Tau

VOU.EYBALLSCHE DULE
Wednesday,
Oclober 22 • 7:30 p.m.
1 Alpha 1E vs Alpha 2E
3 Theta 1 vs Iola 2
4 Beta 2w vs Beta JE

.Aretha Franklin, Supremes (all), Box Tops "Di•
inension", Mercy, Che'r, Best of Cowsills, Four
·Tops Greatest Hits, Temptations, Mamas & •
·
Papas, 5th Dimension "Aquarius"

Mono Albums

;rhursday - 4: 15 p.m.
Bela 2E vs Beta 1W
Bela 1E v s Beta 2W
Alpha lE vs Alpha JE
Fontana "' vs Fontana 7&8 '
FOntana 3 vs Fontana 6
Fontana 5 vs Desoto 5&6

Thursday 5:30 p.m.
1 Sigma A !pha ' Epsilon
Kappa Epsllon
2 Alpha JW VS Alpha 4E
3 Al pha 2E VS Alpha ◄W
4 Lambda vs Iota II
6 Faculty vs Lakers

REG. $79.95

.

'

Fontana 5 26, Fontana 6 O
iFaculty 18, Kopps KIiier~ a
·Dogmeat 26, PE M o
Fontana 4 1, Desoto 5 0 (ForfeitJ

Wednesday,
October 22 • ·s:15 p.m.
l Beta 3W vs Beta 2E
3 Zeta 1 vs Zeta 2

•

PEM 6, Kopps Killers 0
Beta 2 East 21, Bela 4 West O
Zeta 2 12, Zeta 1 O
Alpha 4 West 27, Alpha 2 West 0
Alpha 3 East 22, Alpha 4 East 0
Bela 3 West 21 . Beta 3 East 6
Phi De lla Theta 6. Sigma Nu O
.Lambda 15, -Eta 7
,ota 1 & 3 18, Theta 14

-~·-

1

WE'RE A FULL
SERVICE BANK •••

Kappa Phi 20, ZBT 13
Alpha 4 East i , Alpha 1 East O
Lambda 10, Zehi 1 O
TEP 19, Alpha Tau Omega 13
Bela 4 East ·6, Bela G East O
Mother Goose 11, Beavets 6 .
A tpHa 2 East 7, Alpha 2 West 0
Zoo 8, Lakers 6
Beta 1 West 26, Beta l East o
Zeta 12, Eta 6
Fontana 2 12. Fontana 3 0
Oogmeat 1, A E Phi 0

Open A Checking Account
Today!

EXCHANGE ·BANI(

Thursday,

October 23 •7:30 p.m •.

1 Alpha Tau Omega vs Tau Epsllon
Phi
3 'Della Tau Della vs Zeta Beta Tau
Thursday,
October 23 - 8: 15 p.m.
1 Sigma Nu vs Phi Oi!lla Theta •
3 Kappa Phi vs Sigma Phi Epsilon
4 Kappa Sigma vs Lambda Chi
·• '
Alpha

Safe Deposit Boxes
Checking Accounts

Savings Accounts
Banking-By-Mail

BuniOJ'.1"

Derby
Is Coming

The Man.:On-Campus Collection
..,

By !\IA.RY ELLEN MOORE
Sports Writer
1

~--t::::>

OF NEW HAVEN/ SHIRTMAKERS

Webb, lCBS, was also refer•
ring to the fraternity- game
when, as a football and several frat members came charging directly into the fans, 'she
screamed m a pathetic,
doomed voice, "I'm gonna
die, I just know it!"

Last week's Moore or Less
column received severe cfiticlsm (specifically from
Sports Editor) because of a
phrase innocently . place~ iii
,
~
~
,
the last" paragraph (namely,
football - yucch !)
The boisterous fraternity
Admittedly, most of my brothers drew -yet anoth_er
' football experience c6mes comment, this time from
· If it is, you have just won two -tickets to Lo~'w's Theatre. Ea~h week.w~ will be selectin;
1
.
~
•
·
from high school games, Judy Burzenski, 3PED. "I
obligation.
No
ran~om.
student numbers of
where the girls went to see - think all of it is put' on (show
,.
address.
Winners see Craig Chase at belqw
who was there with whom, the of support) - a big facade.
boys went to see how much They probably all get two debeer they could hold without merits for not showing up artd
'·
falling down the bleachers, extra · points for cheering the
_
and the players went to win · loudest." "or lose (preferably -win, at al•
WELL, SO MUCH ·,ror the
_
, most any cost) ..
l6yal fans. Now some comPEOPLE CLAThl that foot- i ment from . tlie players whd
'.
is not . such a. ho_Frible ; maintain that _football is a
ball
• I
, sport and I was being <;:}ose- ' tealtliy game for body and
minded. So, in an effort to see "mind and its not whether you
Every Mic~elin "X" R~diaf Tire · is
· what s_o· many people think iS wi;t:·or lose, efc.:
'
guaranteed to have a n original
so great about the sport, I
the
tread life of 40,000 iles, If
Several men -llad the same
went with an ·open mind (and
original. tread wearo out before
" !!!! !'' -Ot:hers
comment,
first
the
to
· an open notebook)
40,000 miles, michelin will, upon
forceful as they
more·
were
presentation of the guarantee card
intra-mural games between
"Don't Worry,
fans,
ssured
a
arid in exchange for the worn out
Alpha 1E and Alpha 4E;
tire, either allow a credit against the
·
~acore."
we'll
The majority of '- the fans
purcha,e of a new tire or a cash re•
1
sister
the
were made up of
All in all, it wits an experifund, at Michelin'• aption.
bad .either.
'>- floor to Alpha lE, GaIIIJ1'.)a·2E. ence - and not all
<.
'
I
These girls sat between two The iiUll was warm.and people
games, the Alphas vs. tlie ,AJ. enjoyed themselves and one
· phas and fraternity vs. frater- another.
nity.
AS FOR AN official USF
And from these courageo11B football team,' h ow e v e r,
supporters, I learned what what's wrong with soccer?
college kids think about foot• But more about that later, if
ball. ·
space (specifically my ~rts
SHERRI COX, 3ENG, was Editor) pe~ts.
·
most talkative; as she arrived
Did you· know that the USF
at the game late. "Is it secbelted ' radial tire
team is rated third in
soccer
ond half or third quarter? •••
South?
the
ofAll I know about footb'all is
.,
the tire with these high-perform ance features: long tread· life (at
t
fensive, defensive and Joe Na'
least twice that of regular bias-pjy_tires), shock-cushi oning .a bilimath. ,(She later added Bart
Golf Tea,,_ Qualifiers
ties, full grip inaltweathe r, farfewer punctures. Gasoline -economy,
Starr of Take-it-off · commer· .,
·
Qualifying win' start Satur,
~cial fame) ..•• I don't get extoo (up to 10%)i
cited, but have nothing better day for the varsity golf team.
to do • • • Ask me anything The first 72 holes will be
about soccer! I'm more int er- played by the non--scholarship
. ested in what's going on be- golfers and from this group 6
hind me (referring to the fra- low scores will be added to
(Take 56th St.
ternity game and its raucous the scholarship men and then
left)
then
a series of 72 hole rounds will
60
Route
to
S.
yells)."
.
Ph. 626-1117
Sherri's roommate, Helene boil the team down to 10 men.

15-_ THIS YOUR STUDENT-_
NUMB ER? 266■90■3876 ·

from

.'

my _

·GUAR~:NTEED 40,000.M-IL·Es· ·
.

F..OR ALL,.,

· AMERICAN
·AND
_·FOREIGN ·CARS!

'

'.
5~

I

~

Shaped for the Man.

e ra e
with regular t_apere

-_ Sero presents a distinctive collection of fall
.· -and winter dres! shirts design~d for today's
Man-on-Cam pus. Meticuiousl y tailore,d in
no-iron, wrinkle-free Sero-Press of 65%
DACRON® Polyester, 35% Cotton for a
fresh all-day appearance•

i

Available at:
l

TAMP A RECA PPING AND TIRE CO.

j

~-'

Available in our new
Margate spread, shown
above, and the Purist®-button-down.

J"V __...,,- 11

;NI ICN ELI N_.X®

6807 ADAMO DR.

t.

I .

•DuPont re1i1tered trademark

PHIL FAIRCHILD CLOTHES
1546 SOUTH DALE MABRY
-TAMPA, FLORIDA_

8-"tHf~ORACLE-U. of South Florida, 6c.tober 22, 1969

f<INETIC ART
¼

I

I
I

I
I-

Emerges Here

...

i=,rogram II of the Kinetic
Ai;J Film Series will be presented Tuesday, af7 p.m. and
9 j .m. in the BSA. Tickets are
$1, per showing at the Universi~ Control (UC) Desk. The
highlight of this second prog&un is Peter Whitehead's
_ "'tonight Let's All Make Love
In .London."
·
,I
Michael Caine discusses his
m~ approach to "pop seduction ," Julie Christie talks
about her satisfactions of actinl for the camera, and pop
a : and body painters emerge
a . haracters.

tion · about the present. Eric
Burden and The Animals appear in a sequence of old war
fqotage and Allen Ginsberg
draws the psychedelic curtain. Also included in this program are five other short
films, all winners of film
awards from -around the
world.
THE KINETIC ART is the
title for a collection of short
movies. The 26 movies being
exhibited in three separate
programs were gathere_d from
around· the world.
·
They represent some of the
1
After the frenzy of a Royal most interesting· work be_ing
' AlJJert Hall performance of , done in· the field, and their
th~ . Rolling . · Stones, Mike showing here is part of a conJit,gger
explores some intui- scious effort to create a
,.
paying .audience for shorts.
-~
As features have become
longer and longer, theatre
owners have ignored shorts to
such an extent that the only
t short ' film work being done
· here today is either in the
field of commercia l or industrial films - paeans to Standard Oil · and that sort · of
thing.
'
.
THE 26 .FILMS run from 55
seconds to 55 minutes in
· 1ength. They are divided into
three .separ9-te programs
which <>ffer a ·qrpad variety ·of
- cinematic material: p<>p, documentary, animated, experiLast Trick

Theatre 'Feast'
At Tea Time Friday

Pop Seduction

At approximately tea-time Jeans, the "host" or rather
, mental and dramatic . . . · a .• in the distribution of these ·
variety that will satisfy the programs of the short film.
(4 p.m.) Friday, all are invit- "prologue" to the piece.
Doug
liveliest expectations of the
ed to the Centre Stage (TAR Kaye is featured as the Old
"Much of the most exciting
m o s t knowledgeable film120) for "The Feast." It's a Man, the "visionary " who
work in tlie cinema today is to
goer.
sure bet that the fare will be •. seeks to catch people up and
be found in the short film,"
Among t h e . established Sloan said.
more appetizing than Morri- get them involved in his 0\:1'
"Until now, these \
11
film-inakers represented are . films
son's.
dreams.
were seen only at the
Albert Lamorisse, witlf his European
"The Feast" is, actually, a
festivals.
Michael Harrington is the
first short film since the hisplay . by Daniel Wright that
"This showcase for the
tory-making "The Red Balwill be presented by Experi- Angry Young Man, the Old
loqn" ; Jordan Belson of San prize-winning films will give
mental Theatre this Friday in Man's current victim, whose
Francisco, the -most celebrat- the American Colleges and
the Theatre Centre, The pro- lunch hour is interrupted and
ed living master of the experi- museums a coverage of the
duction is directed· by Robert destroyed by the intrusion of
mental film; and Peter White- annual crop of creative work
Abdich who describes his - the Old Man's fantasies upon
head with his unique "Tonight from around the world. The
show as "A Bacchic revel that his bitter cynicism'.'
Let's All Make Love in Lon- film-goer who considers himtakes a slap at the face of
Also in the cast are Bog
. self a movie-lover, rather
don. '-'
theatricalism. A superb play Pregentek, Dorene MalinowRepresented in· the collec- than a cinema-buff, will find a
and the recipient of the Yale ski, Nancy Barber, Helen
tio.n ·are twelve new directors new world of entertainm ent
Drama Critics A,var<l" .
Davids, and, in an especlally
whose works have never· be- and stimulation open to him."
STEVE SHORT IS Blue designed role, Jack Belt.
fore been available to the
The 26 films chosen for· this
American public. Pr~view crit- series are the result of an
in~
i~s in locales as diverse as tensive 18-month search by
A scene from "Two Grilled Fish," a, film by Yoji Kuri, the
J • ~
~
~
With Th e Soul Sounds Of The
Washington, D.C., Wisconsin Sloan. for the finest new films
• ..,,,._ ~ 'W ~
~
,..
Japanese animator, from -a collection of 11 movies at PhilRa ve n
and Utah are llnanimous in from t h e i r little • known
~ l,_A: ~~
harmonic Hall.
THURSDAY 9 to 12:30P.M .
saying that'severa l of these di- sources. That search had him ,
30 h St At 8
h ·
ALL YOU
GIRLS Sl .00
rectors are destined to assume view more than 1,000 films at
OPE~ THU.RS. Jhr~s.ScUN.
CAN
DRINK
GENTS 3.00 ,
. their _places in · filrir history festivals, laboratories and
_and that several of the films ,screening-rooms from ' Paris
-ivill become-pe rmanent .class- to Bratislava, Tokyo t o
ics.
\ Mannheim, and Venice to San
Fifteen or 20 " mad, scream''.They talked all around the
TBfJ CONCEPT OF se- Francisco.
ing and irate" married stu- subject for an hour," Greer
lecting the best of the world's
Few of the films in the dents attended a meeting last said. "Finally, during the last
new short films, and of •b ring- · collection have been seen out- Thursday to discuss married 15 minutes, th~y decided
there
ing them to the American au- side their countries of origin, ho~sing problems.
was a problem with the rent
dience is that of noted film and • six of the films come ,
"Married students want or- prices in the area," he added.
impresario Brant Sloan. Sloan directly from the laboratories ·
The group decided on a
is project <li,rector for Univer-· and have not been shown any- - ganization," John Greer, Student Government Representa- mail survey of all married
sal Education and Visual Arts where' until now.
tive, said. Greer plans to give students. It will be sent from
them this organization in a the Dean of Student' Affairs'
meeting Thursday at 2 p.m. in ~0:'.ff:.'.ic::e~\~'li'.:th~i~n..'.a:.:m~o:'.n~th'..:.._ _ _.....'..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
1
~~~~~~~!:.
Unive·r sity Center 203,

'Two Grilled Fish'

1$ · ;,. ~-

.a... l'J.,,

BfER BLAST

J f

Mad Marrieds Attend Meeting

Greer met with Andrew
Rodgers, USF Business Manager, and other adAiinistrative, officials last week to plan
a course of action.

PROT ECTN E LIFE ·
Has Done- A Lot Of
Graduate Study

_

' And we've come up with some pretty important information. For example, we know that college men are in the
best health period of their lives, ,that they have a greaterIife-expectancy, and that they will command greater incomes in less hazardous occupations than most people.
And became of •this, we've designed a special life. in.snr- ·
ance-savings plan especially for college men.· It's- called·
the Protective Life College Senior Plan , and offers exceptional benefits at preferred ·rates. Coverage incl udes
accidental death, disqbility, and a protected insurability
benefit. The College Senior Plan ha,s no war exclusi·on
claus.:, offers ·full · aviation coverage,, and becomes· com- ·
pletely paid up at normal retirement age. Also, pr~mium
deposits 111ay
deferred until earnin'gs increase.
··
Get full details from these College Repr~sentatives:
Richard Greenlee
Robert !I-feyer

be

.TERRACE
BEAUTY
SALON

'La Pomme''
An informal, impressionistic record of his happy life with
· painting; with love and babies, and with Paris, by Charles

.

Adcock-i\foore & Associates
Suite 206, Mariner Building
5415 Mariner Street
Tampa, Fla. 33609
Tel.: 877-8391

P.ROTEC,TNE LIFE..INSURANCF ·COMPA NY

TEMPLE TERRACE ·
UIQP'JIING CENTElt .
· , Phone-9fB-2r9B

''

' 1 ,;

·Matton.

Home :office~Birmingham,-Alabama .
....

,.. •

__ j

•

•

•

'

•

_,
'

:Watc·h·for

/

,

I

I

.

'

•· · 2803 BUSCH BLVD.
•
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-

-

.Directly-Behind 9g r Res tau ran t
1

Biggest·Rock Sounds to-Hit The College Scene

-

'I.

•

~

•

Girls Be 18.cBring I.D,> Guys 21 &Over
Cocktail Lounge Open 11 :00 AM
to.: 3:OO AM
.
'

l

\ .

'

\
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Marat-Sade Director
Forbids Movie Viewing
Carl Williams, director of come the bathhouse at the said Williams, " so any ideas I
Theatre USF's production, Asylum of Charenton, ·a nd the have about my production are
" The Persecution and Assas- audience will be looked on by fresh - or so I hope."
sination of Jean-Paul Marat the cast as being those memEyen with not having seen
as Performed by the Inmates hers of the . French nobility, the ~Im, those involved with
of the Asylum of Oharenton who, in the ea rly years of the USF."s production are quite
Under the Direction of the nineteenth century, attended sure that viewing the film and
Marquis de Sade," has forbid- those performances at the attending the production are
den his cast of approximate ly · Asylum which the Marquis de two w~oUy different experi60-65 •to see the Film Classics Sade produced.
ences:
·
'
showing of the British film,
"I have seen neither the
PERHAPS THOSE who get
" Marat-Sade."
film of 'Marat-Sade' nor apy to see the Film Classics show"We are not attempting fo other stage presentation, '" ing will be intr-igued-enough to
present a duplication of any
other production ,'' Williams
said, "If the cast saw _the film
version :previous to our performance it might influence
them to copy what they saw,
and I would prefer we start
from scratch to create our
own realities and chara cters."
WHAT WILLIAMS and the
company of USF's ."MaratSade" are trying to create is
The USF Film Classics · Foundation members, and $5
an atmosphere ·of immediacy, League announced the 1969-70'- for staff, faculty, and stuan atmosphere. which cannot series of films to be shown -in -· dents.
appropriatel y '•be conveye·d .in the Business 'Auditorium
"Marat-Sade ," a Britisl:t
a film.
.
· Wednesdays at 8 p.m.
. film , starring Patrick Magee,
Through Williams'· direction
. .
Ian Richardson, Glenda Jackand Russell G. Whaley's ·de- . . Subscnption rates for the . son, and Clifford Rose, will be
signs; the · Main Stage of the nine film series are: $7 for screened tonight.
Theatre Auditorium will be- general public. $6 for USF
A SWEDISH import, "Per_sona" is scheduled for show. ing Nov. ·5. "Persona" was directed by Ingmar Bergman
and examines the relationship
· between a great stage star
and h~r .imtse companion. ·
.. · "The · Battle· of Algiers,"
from Italy, will be shown Jan.
14. "Algiers" deals with the
CANNESJIL~ FESTIVAL Wl_
re-enactmen t of the rebellion
~ER! "Best Film ~-Ya ~ew Director"
against the French between
1954 and 57. :The French film ,
"T h e U m b r e 11 a s o f
.Cherbourg", Jan. 23, is a mu. sical with all the dialogue put
to rhyme.
"TO DIE · IN Madrid,''
French, is scheduled for

THE ORACLE-U . of South Florida, October 22, 196~ ~

Plac e-se tter Sale # 1
'

wonder at the potential of a
live performance. And of
course, those who miss the
film are invited by Theatre
USF to visit Charenton Nov.
13-15, and 20-22.
Tickets will be on sale at
the Theatre Box Office in the
very near future. The house
will open at 8:15 on the performance nights, and -the audience is urged to arrive well
before 8 :30 p.m.

Films ·Announced;
Marat-Sade First

l

Aman

weot

· !ookingfgr
America.
And
couldn't
find it
anywhere ...

showing Feb. 11. It describes
the Spanish Civil War in detail.
"Nothing But A Man,'' an
American film set for March
4, examines the life of a
young Negroe couple living in
a small southern town, today.
"The Love Affair of the
Case of the Missing Switchboard Operator," April 8,
comes from Yougoslavia.
MARCELLE MASTROIANNI
stars in the Italian classic,
"The· Organizer,'' to be shown
April 22.
" The Wrong Box" May 6, is
an American film starring Michael Caine, John Mills,
Ralph Richardson, and Peter
Sellers.
Season tickets may be
bought by sending check or
money order to Mrs. Phyllis
Ham, ADM. 109, ext. 2645, or
by phoning the University
Desk, ext. 2635.

'

Begins Today ·

PANDO COMPANY in association with
RAYBERT PRODUCTIONS presents

ea5!1nideR

The Chamber Theatre Cof- dit, told through the point of
fee House will be presenting · view of each participant, each
starrilJB'""·.,..""~--""·"·"'""..,.":"'·' '=«'"
an _a daptation· of the Japanses O 'With something to hide. " I've
,_ \~S·· __ u_..·.
:!*
,:'..'Ra_[h~!fl.9~',.bY Akutagainterested in ritual
a
_
1
Vf.J,;._.· Ryuq~uk,_a,: beginning · been
way of telling a story," said
· ,.,...----JR!-----,
STARTS THIS FRIDAJ
. ' foaay at . 2 -p.m. through Schneider, " and 'Rashomon'
•R[ST RICTED - Per1ofll ltflder 15 M -t •dm,n1d:
·
We dnesday OC'
t 29 a}so a t 2 all
""'"'"'·· ·~ .., ,,...,o, o, .J.1, . . .. ,,.,
• tr'Ipli cat e f orm. A
·2-4-6-8 &· 10 P.M.
ows I•t In
s
p.m., in the Engineering Aud\· Chamber Theatre it states
torium.
philosophically, that life itself
A mixture of metaphysics , is a point of view."
r - - - - - - • C L I P AN!) SAVE7.~ - - - - - i
and swordplay, "RashomI
r:_., .}
I sex
The cast includes Bob Baron•·, is a tale of a nobleman
murdered and his wife raped bour as a bandit, Tom Rowby a vain and notorious ban- land as the .proud . Samurai,
Jan Corris as his fated wife,
Jim Challenger, Frank Myers,
Lucretia Highsmith, Russ
Fredricksen, and Jim Walker.
Peggie Ann Lax, dance
major, has helped stylize the
Enjoy Motion Pictures in the pleasant atmoTickets go on sale toda:y for ritual movement of "Rashomsphere of a comfortabl_e theatre with your
Edward Albee's "A Delicate on" in accordance with the
friends. • • and without the interruption s of
Balance," Theatre USF's first threefold perspective.
sickening commercial s.
presentation of the season.
Albee's dram_a will be in ,the
Centre Stage Nov. 4-8 and
11-15 at 8:30 p.m.
Peter B. O'Sullivan is directing the production which
features Robert -Hall, Brenda
Tipps, Carol Belt, Sherrie
1
Ahlin, Jack Belt, and RaE. HillslH,rou9h at 22nd I 1945 Flanda Ave.
diance Gardner. He is as♦•,.. ONE BIG WEEK
sisted by Richard F. Jones,
WED. THUR. HI. SAT, ♦
with Susan Strandberg as his
NOW PLAYING 1'Iax Ophuls' LOLA 1'fONTES, with Maxl:ineCarSUN. MON. TUES. ♦
stage manager.
ol e in the title role and featuring Peter Ustinov and
All CtlorPretre111
•
William
A.
Lorenzen
is
deOskar Werner.
♦
FIRST OUTDOOI . A.
signing sets and costumes, asSNOWING Iii .,.
sisted by E. David Stempler.
OCT. 26-27 Francois Truffaut's THE BRIDE WORE BLACK.
♦ "MIDNIGHT ._ .
starring Jeanne Moreau.
"AS IS USUALLY THE
NOTE; If a ttendance warrants, LOLA MONTES will be resumed Oct. 28 thn, Nov. 1.
-COWBOY" ~
Case" ;with Edward Albee,"
♦
DUSTIN
JOil ♦
O'Sullivan stated, "the expla.
HOFFMAN
. YOl&NT
.
NOV. 2-3 THE .TWO OF U.S. Winner of ten International
nation of the script will take
Awards.
♦
ALSO
♦
two hours plus, starting at
"IMPASSE"
8 :30 each night."
HOV. 4-8 Tony Richardson's THE CIL.\RGE OF THE J,.IGHT
♦
IUIT RffNj>LOS ♦
·
BRIGADE.
When pressed for more in•
♦
-Coming formation, he s h r u g g e d,
4
Horror
Shows ♦
NOV. 9-10 SHAME. A film from Ingmar Bergman.
'. 'Anything that might be said
now will do nothing but misNa. Fl~~i:! & Bird St.
NOV. 11-15 JOURNEY TO JERUSALEM. A unique motion pii>
lead."
ture featuring Leonard Bernstein, Isaac Stem, Jennie
Tickets are available at the
♦,• OCT. 22-24 ~• •
Toure! and The Israel Philharmonic.
·
Theatre Box Office, extension
WED. THUR. FRI. ._
2323.
• · All Color Programs G 9P'
NOV. ll>-17 ELVIRA MADIGAN. Sometimes truth is moreexcit♦ NOMINATED FOR 11ST ♦
ing.
1.

PETER CiQNDA·D EN N,
1
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NOV. 23-24 Jean Cocteau's clas sic fantasy, BEAUTY AND THE
BEAST starring Jean !llarais.
NOV. 25-29 FALSTAFF, starring Orson Welles, Jeanne Moreau

and John Giel gud.

1- NOV.

I

I

30-DEC. 1 Joseph Von Sternberg's original pr-odu~tion of
THE BLUE ANGEL, starr ing Marlene Dietrjch and
Emil Janni ngs.

I
I

DEC. 2-6 Franz Kaila's THE TRIAL, with Orson Welles, Jeanne
Moreau and Anthony Perki ns.

J

I
f
I
I

1- DEC. 7-8 Vanessa Redgrave and David Warner in MORGAN

I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

DEC. 9-14 Chekov's THE SEAGULL, starring James Mason,
Vanessa Redgrave and Simone SignoreL

THIS IS THE FALL PROGRAM OF FINE MOTION PICTURES TO.BE
SHOWN AT THE LARGO THEATRE IN LARGO. Over Howard
Fra.nkland Bridge and follow state Road 686 to 420 W. Bay Drive,
PHONE 584-1814
PERFORM ANCES SUN DAYS AT 4& 7P.M •• MONDAYSAT8P.M.ONLY,1UESDAYTHRU .
FRIDAY AT 7 & 9 GENERALLY, AND SATURDAYS AT 4-6-8-10 P.M. GENERALLY.

-

.

- - - - - - - - • C L I P A~D- S A V E - - - - - - -.1

''t

ACTOR

+"ciii
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CBS .Council
Fi Ils Off ices·

NOV. 18-2.2·A1,TIGONE, with Irene Pappas.
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3()th St. At -Busch.·
OPEN'THURS:· Thru SUN.
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When _you .can't take
your typist with_you:

-ALSO-

a._

IP~.,. ,.~'4I.
~-

takeoilrs.

~"FOR THE LOVE OF IV~

Diane Salvage was elected . . . . · SIDNEY POITIER ·
president of the . College of
♦ All Color
SAT.Prqre111 ♦
· Basic Studies Council last Friday.
-■ 3 GREAT SHOWS M
Other new officers include
,_:'GREAT BANK ROBBERY"Curtis Billingsley, vice presi1t1M
CLINT
•
NOVAK
WALKER •
dent ; Sandi Crosby, secre- •
- . ALSO♦
.tary; , and Domenic Grosso, - •
♦
"7
G
.
O
LDEN
MEN"
•
"treasurer'. .. •
• · ROSSANA PODESTA
6
Anyone · interested on serv•
·- ALSO- ·
&
ing on a committee should atf"THE SAVAGE LAND"
tend the next meeting Friday
BARRY SULLIV~
at 2 p.m. in the University
Center (UC) or should put a
·no_te in UC Box 421.

~

'?

"
r

BEER BLAST

With The Soul Sounds Of The

Raven

THURSDAY 9 to 12:30P.M.
All YOU

CAN DRINK

t-

GIRLS $1.00
GENTS 3.00

l,

s•67

I

I Check this

.l.l

Drop into our store and discover how much your money can really buy in records
now. Pops your bag? Dig Tom Jon~s, The Four Seasons, Ray ~harles, Sammy ~
Davis Jr., Count Basie, Ella fi.tzgerala, Nina Simone, Al. Martino, 'Barry McGuire, '.;J..
Connie Francis, Ferrante ~ Teicher & other swingers.
fI0jf::
For the 'classic cats' there's superb J:Jrf- .
SALE PRICED
ists Iike Erica Morini, Ryszard Bakst &
C_
o~e~.
·

I

I
I
I

f

: i' -,p --~

-I On Sale Today
·1
I

I

:;l

Graduate to the·muior labels at ;the
· / :.<;,: ·
budg. et pr·1ce

as

I
I

, .,.. ·,

''ri

(of the high priced record habit)

Rashomon Set
,,

-·, . i :..i

·. This is our idea of the Irevelli ng secretary.
It's th e new Stenore!te9 Versatile* Ill
_i.::·:~.
. . dictating mochine, the go-anywhere unit.
~" ,.
Just sli p lhe Go-Go Machine in your pocket
.~,f_/_'-·.~.--f;
and go. It's hand-si zed end a 'm ere 13 ounces.
.:',
(Helf the weight of comparable units .) A simple ,i::;f'
.
thumb switch starls you off on 45 minules
,/
worlh of tape. (In reusable snap-in
c':orlridges. ) Just ta lk. Switch. Playback. It's lhct
simple. Three pen light balleries give you many
hours of dictotion. The Go-Ga Machine comes
·com plete with ca rryin g case for only $69.50.
~~

· (~vailoble through Sp8'ial Service Dept.)

We Also RENT the Go-Go Machine For Our
Typing Service
STUDENT SECRETARIAL SERVICE RATE SCHEDULE

Typing takes between 24-48 hours.
Only material that is submitted on
special taped forms will be accepted.

LET, US DO_YOUR -

DRAFT
DRAFT
FIN !SHED COPY
FINISHED COPY
STENCILS
STENCILS

8½ x11
B½xll
8½x11 ·
8Yu11

DOUBLE SPACED
SINGLE SPACED
DOUBLE SPACED
SINGLE SPACED
10c Plus Ont ol the above costs (81/u ll)
20c r1us one ol the above costs (8½x14}

27c
50c

(Up .. 3)

soc

3c NCh
k-h
·5c eocls

90c.

Sc nch

TYPING!!!
• For'More Information Visit
. ,niYll'.'Sity Center Bookstore

Carbon Copits

UNIVERSITY c·ENTER •

Official Notices

1O:-THE ORACLE-U. of South Florida, October 22, 1969

T HE PROCTOR & GAMBL E CO.:
Bus. Adm., Mktg. and Adver tising majors for positions i n sales, mktg. and
adver t isi ng.

Academic Dales:

A March By Candlelight
the Peace Rock, the play, the poetry and
the procession some people stayed till dawn,
finalizing 11, "day of dialogue on peace."

Two thousand strong, a candlelit procession
led its eerie way around the USF campus
lasl Wednesday, dramatizing the end of
the single day Vietnam Morat.orium. After

'! Moratorium Vigil-March
Climaxed Day·OF Peace
-Last Wednesday night approximately 2000 people participated in the first mass
demonstration ever held on
~e campus of USF.
-: ·The candlelight march and
about the war in Vietnam.
aW night vigil climaxed a day
· The Moratorium day was alof . discussion and concern
most totally dominated by
students and professors calling for immediate and unqualified peace. A debate was held
in the Education Building, bµt
the day heard little from the
other side.
According to Phil Bosserman, Associate Professor,
America n Idea and Moratorium chairman, the committee
was unable to obtain speakers
to support the war in Vietnam;

JAMES

SWANSON

The scheduled activities of
the Moratorium were well attended. The discussion panels

~~[!]E]@l~
Mabry

1

IMPORT
CARS·

5804 No. Dale
Phone 884-8464

.-

SPORTS CAR HEADQUARTERS
For Students And Faculty of
The University of So. Fla.

0

CHRYSLER$
SIMCA

NEW'69

MGB,MGB-GT
MGC,' MIDGET, SPRITE

NEW '69 - SAAB- SONNET
"Car of Tomorrow Here Today"

USED '68 MGB-GT, '67 MG MIDGET
'64 SPRITES, '66ALPINES
'65 SPRITES - & Many More
PLUS:
The Finest Import Service & ·Parts in
The Area

WE ARE AS CONVENIENT TO
YOU AS YOU ARE TO US!!
IMPORT
CARS
5804
N. Dale Mabry
Ph. 884-1464

in the UC Ballroom spoke to a
standing · room crowd which
applauded enthusiastically as
they were exhorted to bring
Americans home from Viet'nam immediately by expressing their anti-war sentiments openly and peacably.
And they did.
· The afternoon activities
were followed by a peace rock
where music, provided by
driving acid-rock b a n d s,
throbbed through the crowd
as the hour of the march · approached. P eople were dancing in the street and on the
$ass of Crescent Hill, and
they seemed to welcome the
respite from the solemnity of
the day.
At 11 pm, Bob Pastenack, a
student spokesihan for the
Moratorium, stepped up on
the band-stand and the music
stopped.
Pasternack asked for sile·n ce and gave instructions
for the route of the march.
Some people had brought candles, others bought them quietly from a few youths who
had anticipated a market.
After a short talk by the
Rev. Roger Robbenolt, the
crowd silently moved froin
the hill onto the street. Moving o~t four abreast, candles
aglow, the procession slowly
and solemnly wound .its way
' through Andros and Argos
I
centers to the grass between
the Administration and University Center buildings.
The reverent silence of the
march was occasionally broken by animal sounds and
jeers from a small segment of
onlookers in the dormitories,
but they were ignored and no
incident occurred.

As the m archers reached
the assem bly point, they sat
on the gr ass and softly sang
songs . of peace. Pasternack
and Rev. Robbenolt spoke
again a nd said that those who
wished to stay could participate in an all night vigil.
Many did stay and their candles burned on as they sang,
slept, or listened to ,the reading of the names of Floridians
who have died in Vietnam.
USF's first m ass demonstration was solemn and without disruptive incident. It wa s
not held to protest bad food,
dormitory hours or censorship.
It was a day of comment on
a war, a day to ask that
peace be a way of
and not
a political goal.

-PROTECTIVE.LIFE
Has Done_ A Lot Of
Graduate Study
And we·\'e come up with some pretty important information. For example, we know that college men are in the
best health period of their lives, t hat they have a greater
life expectancy, and that they will command greater incomes in less hazardous occupations than most people.
And because..of" t his, we've designed a special life insurance-savi ngs plan especially for college men. It's callecl
the Protective Life College Senior P lan, and offers exceptional benefi ts at preferred rates. Covera!?e includes
accidental death, disability, and a protected i nsurability
benefit. The College Senior Plan has no war exclusion
clause, offers fu ll aviation coverage, and becomes com-.
pletely paid 11p at normal retirement age. Also, premium
deposits may be deferred until earnings increase.
Get full <kl ails from these · College Representatives:
Jack If. Newkirk
Joseph S. Waters
Adcock-;\loore & Associates'
Sui'ao 206, Marine r Building
· 54.15 ;\la rin er Stre e t

Tampa, Fla. 33609
Te l.: 877-8391

PROTECTNE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

life

·orop deadline (without penalty)
Oct. 24
Withdrawal deadline without penalty
- Nov. 14
Honors Convocation will be held onSunday, Nov. 9 at 3 p.m. in the Gymnasiun, in conjunction with Parents'
Day. Facu lty and administrative · and
professional staff are urged attend, and
in academic regalia.
New Location for ~anguage-Llterature
Divisions: Division Offices (ext. 2834),
American Studies (ext. 2857), Classics
& Ancient Studies (ext. 2418), English
(ext. 2421), Lingu ist ics (ext. 2446) and
Religious Studies (ext. 2221) have been
moved to sso, offices 149•195. Foreign
Language Dept. r emains in SOC 383,
Ext. 2547, Journalism In Univ. UC 226,
ext. 2618, Philosophy in FOC 223, ext.
2454, and Speech In ENG 33. ext. 2145.
USF SENATE ELECTIONS: Nominat ions for faculty senators are lo be
made In the office of the various colleges, according t o the following pattern: 1) Nominees must be full-lime
staff, with at least one year at the Univers ity1 2) Each must be nominated in
person or in writing to the office, by
two of his full-lime colleagues. As announ·ced last week, there ·are no vacancies in the College of Engineering representation, but there Is a vacancy for
the College of Basic Studies. The same
procedure should be followed in• making
nominations for Administrative & Professiona l and for non-academic representatives. A & P nom inations are to
be made in the office of Mrs. Phyllis
- Marshall, CTR 156, and non-academic
nominations in the office Of Mrs. Ouida
Mahoney, ADM 235. Please call D. R.
Harkness, Chairman, Senate Elections
Committee, Ext. 2351 , at FOC 232, If
you have any questions.
SPONSORED RESEARCH INFORMATION; Fel lowships and Grants for
study in Scandinavia 1970-71 are available - appllcaton deadline Is November 1. In addition, a number of post'docloral Research Associateships are
available through the National Re- search Counci l for faculty in science
and engineering. For furth er details on
either of these items. contact Sponsored
Research at Ext. 2897.

Campus Date Book

T imes and places of organizations
meeting regularly are posted on the
University
Center
Lobby
bulletin
boards.
TODAY
Student Govt. Polling, 8 a.m., UC
Lobby and throughout campus.
Chamber of Commerce Brnkfast
Club, 8 a.m., UC 248.
Industrial Housekeeping, 9 a.m., UC

251.

'

Fall Frolics, 9 a.m., UC Lobby. ··
UCPC Ticket Table, 9 a.m., UC Lobby.
S.R.G., 9 a.m., UC Lobby.
C.A.D.A., 9 a.m., UC Lobby.
Discussion of Adm. Luncheon, 11 :30
a.m., UC 256.
C.C.C. Planning, 2 p.m ., UC 204.
S.G. Legislative Comm., UC 223.
U.C.P.C., 6 p.m., UC 158.
HELP
Organizational
Meeting,
I
p.m., UC 252 and 248.
THURSDAY
Industrial Housekeeping, 9 a.m., UC
251
U.C.P.C Ticket Table, 9 a.m., UC
Lobby.
C.A.D.A., 9 a.m., UC Lobby.
Fall Frolics, 9 a.m., UC Lobby.
BIS Luncheon, 12 noon, UC 255 & 6.
Afro-American Comm., 2 p.m ., UC
205.
•
Christian Science Seminar, 3:30 p.m.,
UC 204.
'United Fund, 4 p.m., UC 203.
Christian Science, 4: 30 p.m., UC 20◄ .
Bay Players Dinner, 5 p.m., UC 255
& 6. '
Intercom Comm., 6:30 p.m., uc 205.
Fall Frolics, 7 p.m., UC 200.
S. G. Legislature, 7 p.m., UC 252 E &

w.

Campus Gold, 7 p.m., UC 20◄.
FRIDAY
Industrial Housekeeping, 9 a.m., UC
251.
U.C.P.C. Ticket Table, 9 a.m., UC
Lobby.
C.A.D.A., 9 a.m., UC Lobby.
Fill frolics, 9 a.m., UC Lobby.
hadustrial Housekeeping Luncheon,
noon. UC 255 & 6.
U.C.P.C. Entertainment Comm., 2
p.m., UC 204.
American Society for Metals Banquet,
7 p.m., UC 255 & 6.

SATURDAY

Exceptional Children, 8:30 a.m., UC
223.
Fla. Colleges of English Assoc., 9:30
a.m., UC 215, 204, 205, 213, 252.
U.C.P.C. Leadership Retreat, 9:30
a.m., Riverfront, or UC 2<Ca - Ra in.
SUNDAY
NO EVENTS.
MONDAY
APO Rush, 9 a.m ., UC Lobby.
U.C.P.C. Ticket Table, 9 a.m., UC
Lobpy_
C.A.D.A., 9 a.m., UC Lobby.
Fall Frolics, 9 a.m., UC Lobby.
Library Ed. Dept., 10 a.m.. UC 20,.
Library Staff Luncheon, 12 noon, UC
255 & 6.

u.c. Committees:

Special Events, 2 p.m ., UC 202
Dance, 2 p.m., UC 203,
Movie, 2 p.m., UC 205,
Fashion, 2 p.m., UC 255.
Intra-Service Comm., 2 p.m., UC 223.
Mike-Up Demonstration, 2 p.m., UC

251.

Toot, Whistle, Plunk and ■oom, 2
p.m. uc 2a .
C.F.S., 2 p.m., FOC 104.
Economics, 2 p.m., BUS 107.
S. G. Rl!$ldent Affaln, 2 p.m., FOC
105.
.
.
Bridle Tournament, 7 p.m., UC 255 a.
6.

OCT. 30
HORWATH & HORWATH: Acctg. major s for staff accountants public
acctg.
R. J . REYNOLS TOBACCO CO.:
Bus. and M gt_ majors for positions i n
sales, leading to sales mgt.

a•

ments, or for further Information.
TODAY
BURDINE'S DEPARTMENT STORE:
All ma jors considered for Executive
Trainees.
W. T. GRANT COMPANY: All majors considered, Libera l Aris and Bus,
for
Management
Adm.
preferred
Trainees.
NEW Y ORK LI FE INS. COMPANY:
Liberal Arts and Bus. Adm. for Sales
Management Executive Traini ng Pro;r;;,;, RS, ROEBUC K & COMPANY:
All majors considered tor Management
Trainee Posit ions.
SOUTHERN
BELL
TELEPHONE
COMPANY:
Business,
Engineering,
Math., and Physics for Management positions and professional engineering assignments in systems equipment engineering.
·
OCT. 23
BURLINGTON I NDUSTR IES, INC.:
A ll majors considered for ManufacturIng management; Accounting., Bus.,
Math., Econ., etc., for c ontrollership
and IE, IM, Business and Match. maiors interested in Ind. Engr. .
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVEST!GATION : Al l majors considered for
Clerical Positions; Natural Science, prod
f lciency in any foreign Jang. or a egree plus certain experience or degree
plus mil itary service for Special Agent,
FBI positions.
'
SPERRY M ICROWAVE ELECTRON!CS: Electr ical Engineering and Physics majors for , Resea rch and Development and Design.
U.S. ATOM IC EN ERGY COMMISSION: Business, Public Adm:, Econ.
and Ind. Mg!. for Management Devel• .
0pment ; Physics or Nuclear, Chemical,
Mechanical, Metallurgical and CiVil
Engr., and MS in Ind. Engr. for Technical Program Administrator and A_ccounting ma jors for Accounting, Auditing and Budgeting positions.
OCT. 24
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION : Electrical Engineering malors t or Applications, Operational, Resear ch and Engineering M"anagemenl
positions.
HUMBLE OIL & REF INI NG COMPANY, ENJAY CHEMICAL COMPANY:
Bus. Adm., MBA, Finance, Mktg.,
Econ., Ind. Mg!. and Liberal Arts majors for Non-technical Marketing posit ions and Account ing ma jors for Accounting Positions.
ORTHO PHARMACEUTICAL CORPORAT ION·: All majors for Medical
Detail man.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICUL•
TURE : Account i~g ma jors for Auditor s.
WASHINGTON NATIONAL INS. COMPANY: Liberal Arts, F inance, Bus.
Adm, Econ. and Commerce majors for
Group Representatives.
'
EDUCATION : VANDERB ILT UNI VERSITY: (Nashville, Tennessee), Juniors and Seniors interested in Law
School or interested in other graduate
programs. Interviewing 3 p.m. to 5
p.m.
OCT. "O
ERNST & ERNST: Acc. ma jors for
staff accountants.
NAVAL OCEANOGRAPH IC OFFICE:
Engineering (CE, ME, EE) M ath.,
Physics, Geol., and Geog. f or posit ions
as oceanographe r, mathematician, car iogr apher and engineer.
STATE FARM INS. CO. : Acc., Bus.
Adm ., Math or Stat., Lib. Arts, and
Law majors for c lai m rep's, sales
agents and college trainees.
THE BUCKEYE C E LL U LOSE
CORP.: Engineering (ME, IE, ChEJ f or

\

research and dev., production supervl sion, plant engr . and process chem.
engr .
DARBY, DARBY, ODOM & CO., :
Acc. mators having taken courses re-'
quired tor CPA exam for st aff accoun! ants
STANDARD O IL c'o.: Chem. engr.
(other engr. as space permits) for explorat ion production, refining, research
and dev., mktg. and marine operations.
E. I. DUPONT DE NEMOUR·s &
CO. : Enegr,, Chem. and Math. majors
for rl!$earch and development, process
and product engr., design, production
supervision,
computer
programming
and technical sales.
.
TEXAS I NSTRUMENTS INC.: Elect.
engr., metallurgical engr., engr. sci.,
engr. phy., che,., mech. engr., mater!als sci. , ind. engr., computer sci., ind.
tech for various engineering positions.

exec. develOpment prog., leading to
exec. positions In all areas of re tailing,
CENTRAL I NTELLIGENCE AGE NCY: Prefer master's degree, but will
consider bachelor's with high academic
stal)(ling in Engr., Math., Geog., Bus.
Adm., International Relations, Acctg.,
Library Sci., Econ., and Foreign La ngs.
for intelligence officer, research ana•
lyst, administr ative officer, technical
scientific officer, career training pro;,
MARTIN MARIETTA CORP. : Engr.
(EE, ME, I E & Aero E .) for various
posit ions in engineering.

·HONE YWELL, INC.: Electrical
Mech. Engr. for assoc. development
engr., design and development, production-manuladuring
and
assembly
and quality and accounting, Bus. Adm.,
and Econ. majors tor acctg. and administ rative positions.
HAS KI NS & SELc_S: Acctg. maj or s
for pr ofessional career on permanent
st aff as assistant account ants.
THE F IRST NAT IONAL BANK AT
OR LANDO: Bus and Fin. ma jor's , or
exec t ra·n·ng
p 0
1 1
•
r g.
GENERAL TELEPHONE CO. OF
FLA. : Engr., Math·, Mktg., Gen? Bus.,
Acctg., Econ., et c., for management
training prog.
LYBRAND, ROSS BROS. & MONTGOMERY: Acctg. m ajors for jr. accountants.
RAD IAT ION , INC.: Engr . ( EE. ME,
I E, CE ), Acctg., Bus. Adm. and M BA
for various posit ions.

OCT. 29
U:S. AR MY E NGINEER TOPOGRAPH IC LABS: Engr. (CE, ME) Math,
Phy., Geo!., El)gr. Sciences for various
positions. ·
OCT. 31
BURROUGHS-WELCOME & CO. : All
AMER ICAN CYANAMID CO. : Chem.
ma jors interested in pharmaceutical
majors for positions in research and
sales.
·
development.
OCT. 2I
U.S. ARMY MATERIAL COMMA ND:
SHELL COMPANI ES: Bus. Adm. maTHE PRUDENTIAL INS. CO. OF All Engr. mafors, Math., Phy., Chem.
jors for financia l staff ! r aining and deAM ERICA: Lib. arts and bus. adm .
and Biol. for various posit ions.
velopment prog ., data processing, credit
ma jors for management trainee, gr oup
PPG IND., I NC.: Mktg. and Bus.
adm inist rat ion purchasing and tr ansporIns. or life ins. sales.
Adm. for sales management tra in ing
tal ion and dist r ibution .
KURT SALMON ASSOC., INC.: I nd • prog., engr. for production mgl. trainSHELL OIL M ARKETING (SOUTHengr., Ind • mgt., or MBA with technica l
Ing prog., Engr . or Bus. Adm, for physER~ REGI ON) : All Liberal Arts or
undergrad. degree for position as man- !cal distribution mgt. training pro.,
Bus. Adm. m a jors interested i n maragement consultant In production engi- Chem• . for -research and development,
keting-dealer sa les (non-technical ).
neering and engineering info. systems. . Acctg. or Bus. -Adm. for acctg. mgt.
PEAT, M ARWICK, M ITCHELL & t raining prog ., Engr. or Bus. Adm. for
T HE SHELL COMPAN I ES: · Phy.,
CO.: Acctg. ma jors for Ir. accountants.
mgt. info. systems, and Engr. for qualiChem., and all Engineering Disci plines
TORNWALL, LANG & LEE: Acctg.
t y control.
for oil and gas ex plora tion production,
majors for staff accountants in account•
THE MEAD CORP . : Acctg. or Bus. gas processing, pet roleum r efining,
i ng and auditing, management services Adm. tor acctg., ChE for process engr.,
chemica l manufactur e, research and
or tax dept.
ME or ChE for • product engr., ME or development, marketing engr., techni cal
RCA: Anv major with an Interest In
IE for project engr., ChE or ME for sa les ·and service, and pipe line t ransI
d
Id ed
f ct ·
IE t
I d
mission engr.
computer sa es an sysI ems cons er • m anu a urong engr.,
or n . engr
M. A MONTE NEGRO & co A
M AAS BROS. INC. : . All majors ·conand all majors considered tor ind.
. .
.: cc1g.
_s_id_e_r_ed_f_o,;_r...;..pos_it_io_ns
_ o_n_ M_
aa_s_B_r_o_s.__s_al_es_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
m_a_jo_rs_ fo_r_s_la_f_f _po_s_
i t_io_n_._ _ __ _

PROTECTIVE LIFE
Has Done A Lot Of
Graduate· Study
And we've come up with some pretty important information. For example, we know that college men are in the
best health period of thei r lives, that they have a greater
life expectancy, and that. they will command greater incomes in less haza"rdous occupations than most people.
And because of this, we've designed a special life insurance-savings plan especially for. college men. It's called
the Protective Life , College Senior Plan. and offers exceptional benefits · at preferred rates. Coverage includes
accidental death. disability, and ·a protected insurability
benefit. The College Senior Plan has no war exc:lusion
clause,- offers full aviation coverage. and becomes COil\•
pletely paid up at norri1al.relirement age. Also. premium
deposits may be deferred until earnings inc! ease.
Get full details from these College Representatives:
Johnny R. Adcock
James l. Montgomery, Jr.
Adcock-Moore & Associates
Suite 206, Marin_er Building
5415 Mariner Street
Tampa, Fl.:. 33609 ·
Tel: 877-8391

.PROTECTNE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

NOW SHOWING:
An ·International Festival of New Film
The First American Showings_
Of 26 Short Films from 9 Countries ...
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a distinguished series of three •programs presenting
·the newest achievements in creative cinema,
by the-world's most talented film makers.
among the films to be shown •••
• VERSAILLES
by Albert Lamorisse, Paris
• RAKVICKARNA Prague

TUESDAY
Blood Bank, 8 a.m., UC 252 E & W.

APO Rush, 9 a.m., UC Lobby.
U.C.P.C. Ticket Table, 9 a.m., UC
Lobby
C.A.D.A. Table, 9 a.m., UC Lobby.
Fall Frolics, 9 a.m ., UC Lobby
Dean's Luncheon, noon, UC 255.
Chem. Dept. Luncheon, UC 256.
Music Comm., 4 p.m., UC 204.
Recreation Comm., 4 p.m ., UC 205.
Experimental Film Serl!$, 6 p.m.,
BSA.
.
Alro-Americilfl, 7 :30 p.m., UC 251.
Wednesday, October 29
Guidance, Evaluation and Motivation,
8 a.m., UC 251.
Fall Frolics, 9 a.m., UC Lobby
S. G. Tables, 9 a.m ., UC Lobby
Div. of Adm. •Luncheon, 11: 30 a.m.,
UC 248.
Guidance, Evaluation and Motivation
Luncheon, noon, UC 252 E.
Co-Op Education Cont. Luncheon,
noon, UC 255 & 6.
c.c.c. Planning, 2 p.m., UC 204.
S. G. Legislative Comm., 2 p.m., UC
223.
Political Union Lecture, 2 p.m., theatre.
U.C.P.C., 6 p.m., UC 158.
Co-Op Education Dinner, 6:30 p.m.,
UC 255 & 6.
College Lift, 9 p.m., UC 255

• PARIS .MAI 1968 France
~ LA VITA Milan ·
• MIRAC~E Budapest
• SAMADHI San Francisco
• WHY DID YOU KISS ME
AWAKE? West Germany
• MARIE ET _LE CURE Paris
• TONIGH_
T LET'S ALL MAKE
LOVE IN LONDON
with Michael Caine, The Rolling
Stones, Julie Christie,
Eric Burdon, et_al .

Co-Op Education

TODAY OCT. 22
Career Planning Conference for , students Interested In Cooperative Education assignments during Quarter II and
111, 2 p.m_, SOC 127.
Orientat ion program for Liberal Arts
Off-campus Term Program, SOC 110, 2
p.m.
Friday. Oct. 24
Midterm Reports for students ·on a
Trai ning Period m ust be postmarked
fOr return to Co-op Office not later than
this dal e. $I Service Char ge if. Midterm
Report not postmarked by this dale.
Monday, Oct. 27
Co-Op Council Meeting, 2 p.m., SSO
l 00B. All Co-op students invited to att end.
Wednesday, Oct. 29
Career. P lanning Confer ence for students interested' in Cooperative Educat ion assignments during Quarter 11 and
I l l, 2 p.m., SOC 127.
.
Orientation program f or Libera I Aris
Off-campus Term Program, SOC 110, 2
p.m.
More than 150 employers are currently seeking USF sludenls for Cooperative Education Training assignments tor
Quarter s II and Ill. Student s desi r ing
to be cons idered should make application in SSO 126 at lh.!l ea rliest date possibl e. These are professional training
11rograms and t he students ar e pa id
while on training per iods away f rom
campus. St udents may earn up to five
hours of academic cr edit during their
Co--0p training quar ters.
Some Of t he openings for Quarter II
Include:
Hills, City. Hospilal & Welfare Board,
Tampa, Fla., Sociology.
Florida Youth Services Division,
Okeechobee & Marianna (males only),
Psychology, Sociology, Political Science,
Amer. Studies, Spec. Educ. -

Congressman Gibbons Office, Wash.,

D.C., (Hills, Cty·. residents only), Allier.
Studies, Political Science, Pre-Law Education.
National Park Services, Wash., D.C.,
History, Polllical Science, Education.
Tennessee Valley Aultlorlty, Tennessee, ME, E E, ChE.
Corps of Engineers, Panama City,
F la., ChE.
NASA, Kennedy Space Center, Hunt svill e, AE, EE, M E. I E.

.:.::\ :t

I
"Anyone interested in the possibilities of. movies should not miss the show. The Kinetic Art represents ••• the most
.
. interesting things being done •• ~ things t~at can·not be duplicated in,any o\ne·r art form;''·
'
.
Vincent Canby, THE NEW YORK TIMES
'!. •• a three-day minifestivaf • •• from innovative film mak,;The show.was extraordinary • • ·• delightful, exhilarating,
ers around the world ••• a brilliant assemblage of short
deeply moving. ·congratufations, gratitude, huzzas, three
·
creative films."
cheers and a tiger."
·
Benjamin forgey,
THE
SUNDAY
STAR,
Washinglon,
D.C.
Louise Sweeney, THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR
.
.

ONLY·

$100
Per Showing

Program Two_
Oct. 28-

Program Three

Two Shows

Two Shows

7 & 9 P.M.
BSA ·'

7 & 9 P.M.
BSA

.No.v.4

Career Planning
And Placement
The following organizations will be Interviewing on campus. Check with
Placement, AD M2n , ext. 2895, f or interview locat ions, t o schedule appoint-

Tickets Available UC Desk

ARAB
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(Continued from Page 1)
t l~~.

me he first lost his· home in
1948, escaped to the West ·
bank of Jordan with his
family and there they
started over and built a little house which he lost
again in 1967, becoming a
refugee "twice in a lifetime."

. ABU KAHLED, when
telling me about the 1917
era, said, "As far as I remember before the British
entered Palestine in 1917,
the Jews were small minority, I would say less
than 10 per cent."
Later, when I researched
this, I found an official
memorandum submitted by
the British to the United
Nations on July, 1947 which
states, "When first census
was taken in 1922 the Jewish community already
growing as a result of immigration then ·numbered
84,000."
.
The total population of Palestine a t the time was 760,000/
11 per cent Jews.
Then it is safe to say that in
1917 about 90 per cent of the
population· of Pa lestine was
Arab. They had bee!} there tor
centuries.
In fact, while they are designated "Arabs," by virj:ue of
their language and culture,
which were acquired subsequent to the advent of the
Arabs into the area in the seventh century A.D., they are

ethnically the descendants of peaceful· as well as violent
countless ethnic groups which rejection of .the policy and the
had been migrating into the goal for statehood," he added.
area .a nd settling· in it since . Then Abu Khaled spoke and
said ·«we thought it was an
time immemorial.
AT THE END of World War in'!asion of Palestine . . . as
I, no more than 57,000 Jews you see whqt we thought bewere in Palestine. Many of came true, they had invaded
these were "Arabs of Jewish our country."
Pausing for a moment until
faith" who throughout Arab
he
puffed his Arabian style
history have lived in friendship and harmony w i th water pipe and · continued,
" Arabs of Christian or Mus- "they invaded our country.
We . have been uprooted,· dislim faith."
.
It is incontestable historical placed, expelled from our
fact that Jews all over the homes. Now we are irefugees.
Arab world had lived as · full We rot in tents and camps
.
fiedged members of Arab so- and barracks.''
I was told by a U.N. official
cieties as partners and fellow
countrymen, had contributed of Ur-{RWA in Beirut, "the
their share to the develop- refugees are maintained at a
ment of Arab culture. The 57,- cos·t less than seven cents per
000 Jews . owned less than .2.5 person per day. The rations
per cent o~ the land that is ac-. which this meager sum procording to. Survey of Palestine · vides . !'.lo . not include meat,
prepared by Palestine govern- vegetables or· fruit, but only
the · absolute necessities for
ment and printed 1946.
·
Abu Khaled and many other sustaining life."·
THIS
IS
the
kind
of life the
elderly people told me that
under the British mandate Palestinian refugees have
more than half million Jews been living for over ·20 years.
were. brought into Palestine. They have repeMedly exThey segregated themselves . pressed thei"° _resentment at
in closed community. They having to receive charity.
boycott Arab labor.
· They h_ave considerable propThey establish and manage erty in · the Israeli-occupied
their own schools, health cen- part of Palestine, the income
ters .. They armed ~d trained from which would be suffimilitant organizations. "All bf eient to ·maintain them in betthis took place befor:e our ter circumstances than the
very eyes," said one of the el- ' meager ·seven cents doled out
derly people, who was present. . to them.. They have been
"FROM THE very begin- screaming. for ·justice and noning we had expressed by body listens. ·
The United Nations had afevery means at our command

firmed their rights to return
to their homes or compensation in every regular session
since 1948, and Israel defied
every single re~olutio·n of
them. The popular · Front for
Liberation, which is an active
commando group, argues that
the propaganda of international Zionism had distorted all
the facts of our case.

bled area that has shown
some restraint iri the arms
race.

AROUND 9 P.M., four Israeli helicopters started with
spreading sharp thin pieces of
metal designed to puncture
tires along the highway that
leads to the airport. -A huge
quantity covered the highway
which within a few minutes

0 ~CLE -CLASSIFIED
E E&

1----------6--W M@Wffif«P

ADS

d WK44\¥--fi!:&i4tP.i ,fi1 ;;; i@-4¥#¼-b&&S Wi#\'ffi
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1

. .AUTOMOTIVE
1-----------,-10---------2. FOR RENT

Rooms :for rent in a private
home ·for older male. Phone
988-8130.
Very
___
_clean
_ _room.
____
,_

Studebaker, 1964 Dayton a.
Hurst 4-speed, v-8, full power,
31,000
miles.
Rare 345-2021.
model. Perfeet. $750.
St. Pete.

THPS THEY were forced to was piled with punctured
6. FOR SALE
launch a world wide cam- tires, and the traffic wa_s
14. HELP WANTED
paign against the Israelis. jammed.
For Sale: 3-cushion colonial ·- - - - - - - - - - They attacked EL-AL planes
. Two huge helicopters landed . sofa, royal blue, 75" long 30" ·Folk singers needed. Call Ginin Zurich and Athens, they hi- and about 60 Israeli regulars high back. $60 - call 988-6738 .ger at 877-7821 between. 6 p,m.
after 6 pm or weekends.
and 9 p.m. Monday thru Frida_y.
jacked another to Algeria in
with
machine
guns
ATTENTION
ALL S'.ENIORS .
field
out
desperate effort to get the
and ordered passengers and
8.
MUSiCAL
FROM' TAMPA BAY AREA world attention toward the workers inside 'the building
. CAREER - $600. per month,
case of Palestine.
and with a lightning speed PROFESSIONAL RECORDING plus expense allowance for man
Israel reprised for every at- destroyed 13 passenger alr- Mono or ·s tereo tapes & records. needed for aggressive insurance
Weddings, meetings, musical & agency. Send resume to : P.O.
tack, they have reprised very
planes and quickly took off choral groups; etc. Call JIM Box 11702, - Tampa, Florida,
violently. They blew up while over the international PETERSON 935-9158 after 6
33610
·
homes, suspected of aiding waters, five miles away, a
the commandos on the heads squad of Israeli Mirage was l■W■lllllllilllllDillllillwtllllliZIIIBiimlltt~rnm11&!t11
~,.,. 15. SERVICES OFFERED
of the inhabitants. They even covering for the return.
Typing in my home-accurate
went further than that and atUNTIL YOU'VE EX~:·
CLASSIFIED .
The attack brought prompt
Reasonable rates hourly or per
tacked Beirut International
PERIENCED
THE_;_
ADVERTISING RATES
page as desired. Phone 255-1023.
reactions. protest and conAirport.
NEW
HAPPENINQ.
5 llnea
Guitar lessons: Beginning and
Blaming on the Lebanese demnation from the world
IN STEREO · ·TAPE,
(27 characters/line) ••• $1,00 advanced students phone 626Government the responsibility capitals. The Security Council
unanimously condemned IsAdditional Line _______ .1& 5096, after 6pm. w~ekends.
YOU'RE
OUT OF IT.
of the attack by two Palestinrael.
Washington
protested
in
Repeated:
2-4 h11ue11 ---.oo•
AUTO
STEREO
IS
ian on EL-AL plane in Athens,
strong terms also; Pope Paul · -Mor~ ~n 4 i 91ues --·- · .'is• 21. MISCELLANEOUS
IN.
.
CONTINUOUS
•Per five line ■ (27 characters)
_
simply because they flew to
MUSIC BY ANY ARTAthens from . Beirut Interna- VI deplored the attack.
Get your tickets for Film Clastional Airport. Beirut Airport
sics.
Last
Day
today.'
CTR.
·
IST
THAT YOU DIG
I SHOULD mention someDesk
is the biggest in the Middle thing about the airport where
. . . BOB DYLAN,
East; it is called Internatio'nal I personally ·worked · for one
THE DOORS. THE
Aiport to denote that any one . year. It is a purely civilian in· BEATLES ... BIG
can fly through it. Blaming stallation guarded only by
SOUND. FANTASthe incident of Athens on the few ,;policemen against theft,
TIC
SPEAKER SYSLebanese was illogical.
fraud and minor .P~blems. It
TEMS.
ACCESSO- :.
THE ISRA!ELI Ambassador .should be noted that the deRIES
TO
AMPLIFY ' .
at the United Nations was de- str.oyed airplanes belonged
THE.
MUSIC
AND :·
fending his country's position largely to American firms, 70
IT
VIBRATE.
·MAKE
of kidnapping from Argentina per cent of the stocks being
.
EARPHONES,
BAT•
by Israeli Secret Service by owned by American and
T E RI E S , N E W ·'·'
saying that Israel is not re- French.
The popular front organized
sponsible for any acts commitSONIC
LIGHTS. ·
ted by Israeli citizens outside an attack on Israeli emTHE BIG HAPPENIsrael. '
·,
bassies in Holland and West
ING IN SOUND IS
But, in the Israeli sense, Germany and an attack on IsALL AT THE NEW
Lebanon is responsible for raeli Airlines office in BrusMUNTZ·
STEREO
acts committed by non- sels, Belgium , all of these took
CENTER,
9018
·
on
Sept.
8,
1969,
and
place
Lebanese not in Lebanon, but
FLORIDA AVE. LET
were carried out by young
in Athens, Greece.
IT HAPPEN TO YOU.
The attack on Beirut took "Cubs," 13, 15 and 16 years
- OPEN 9 TO 9 MONplace around Christmas, 1968, old in a new attempt to get
as a Chris_tmas present to world attention on the atrociDAY THROUGH FRI..
Lebanon, a small country bor- ties committed by the Israeli's
DAY, 9 TO 7 SATUR•
,
dering Israel from the North in the occupied land.
DAY. REALLY GOOD I
While El Fatah restricted
and along its western fronPRICES
AND
A
tiers stretches warm beaches themselves to military targets
FULL
YEAR'S
SER•
where the waves break lazily inside Israel, the popular
VICE ON EQUIP·
front continued its policy
and invite the bathers.
MENT.
Lebanon was the only coun- "After the enemy wherever
may
be."
he
try in the Middle East trou-

Interviews Oct. 27 - 28
U. of So. Florida
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EI-Fatah Commandos Training At A Camp
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30th St. At Busch,
OPEN THURS. Thru SUN.

~

BEER BLAST

'

With The Soul Sounds Of Tht
Raven

r THURSDAY 9 to 12:30P.M.
All YOU
CAN DRINK

ENGINEERING• MATHEMATICS • PHYSICAL SCIENCES

.TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

GIR.LS $1,00
GENTS 3.00

MUNTZ STEREO ~.
Home and Auto
Stereo Players
All 4-track tapt1 $4.'8
1,track tapes from $3.91

..

Hisstorv
was censored...
,

H

But some got through. They'll tell yo·u their storiesunabridged.
Unabridged - that's the kind of Europe we give you.
Involvement with the tota·1 culture: talkinr, listeninr,
meeting, sharing.
Sure, you'll get the sights, the beaches, and some
swinging parties - and you'll enjoy them. But then,
anybody can give you those. We give you the facts
behind the sights, the reason·s.behind the events.
And we do it through the people.
We dish up the real Europe -from the mod. up-beat
action of Carnaby Street to the philosophical intensity
of the Left Bank.
You get the agony and the ecstasy; action and
involvement. Because that's what Europe.is an about
Institute .of Cultural Educat ion • P.O . Box 2388. Cincinnati. Ohio
Clip and mail this coupon today.

······································---·--------------------------------································~---

INSTITUTE OF CULTURAL EDUCATION
P.0; Box 2388, Gwynne Building. Cincinnati. Ohio 45201
Please send me the full co lor. illustrated booklet. !'European biscovery - 1970 _College Stud ent Programs", ava ilable at no cost to
University of s·outh Florida Students
(PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY)

NAM E
CURR ENT
ADD RESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

STATE

ZIP

TELEPHONE
HOM E
ADDR ESS
CITY

P.S. We advise those desiring a hold-my-hand-from-monument-tomonument student tour,

to .look elsewhere.
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Oracle Wins All-American
For Quarters II, Ill '69
.

Free-Press. Gets License
By ROBIN MITCHELL
Correspondent I

.

after Wheeler · was arrested
Sept. 19 for circulatln'g the

High school student and four-page,. letter-sized ,"Her. "anti-war" newspaper editor nando Free Pre~."
.
. Gary Wooeler of Brooksville
The 17-year-old Wheeler
has apparently ended · th e was also suspended from Herpending criminal a c t i O n nando High School for five
against him by purchasing the days after the principal,
required city occupational Ii- . Rodger T --ders,-·contend·ed lie
.IJ<l,II
cense.
had been seliing _.the paper on
Five editors of the Universi- · school grounds..· His suspenty of Florida's ·newspaper, sion caused him to receive a
The Alligator ,· offered to pay zero 'for each ciay of· classes
the $25 fee for the license he missed.

The publication was organized , by Wheeler and friends
David Musser, 17, and Kevin
McClure, 17, both of a subdivision east of Brooksville. Musser is a senior at Hernando
and McClure is a senior at
P asco High School in Dade
City.
Brooksville City Cler k Mar. garet C. Willard said Wheeler
ana'.his father, a Baptist min-

hall last week (Tuesday) and
bought the required license.
Mrs. Willard said circulati.cm
of the paper can resume if
Wh·eeler wishes.

Ronald B. Monnta.'in,
Brooksville City Attorney,
said, "There is no intention to
persecute him." The boys see
t he arrest as an attempt to
suppress their liberal publication.

Oracle editors will travel to dition to "superior scores," in tor; Ray Zagorski, news edi- Wiley Brooks, chief photograMiami Beach next weekend to the areas of writing and edit- tor; Stuart Thayer, makeup pher; R. Pat Hill, advertising
receive a sixth consecutive ing, editorial leadership,
phys- editor; John. Jolinski, sports manager.
All American Award from the ical appearance, and photogeditor; · Maxine Kamin, fine
The Oracle is printed in the
· 'Associated Collegiate Press
arts. editor, ; John Gug2:en- plant of the Times Publishing
ister and junior ·high school
raphy'.
~
_· (ACP) at its 45th annual naheim, features editor; and .. Co. i_n St. Petersburt
dean of boys, came to the city
tional convention.
For the fifth area, "cover- 1-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;:;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;:;;;;;;:;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,. Approximately 1,200 to 1,500 age and content," The Oz:acle
· collegiate journalists are ex- received 810 points from a
: pected to register for the . total of 950.
:··meetings at the Americana
FOR THE 1968-69 school
-' Hotel, Bal Harbour, Oct
year, with judging of fall term
: 30-Nov. 1.
: Announcement of the award issues under the editorship of
· came last week from the asso- Mario Garcia, The Oracle
·: ciation, headquartered at the also won its second Pacemak: University of Minnesota, Min- er Award from the American
: neapolis. ,
Newspaper Publishers AssociMARIO GARCIA, U S F ation. ANPA judges select the
· graduate, and Phil Runnels, two best collegiate newspa: 4SPE, were editors 'of The pers in the nation from among
. Oracle during the judging pe- the . All American winners
_. riod, January through June, each · year. · The Oracle re_:1959,
ceived its first Pacemaker
Award
in 1967.
· According to Otto Quale,
-:president a.no executive din!c"We're immensely proud of
: tor of ACP, standards for the · this recognition given to the
· All American r ating have student staffs," Dr. Arthur M.
been . tightened with the new Sanderson, · Oracle publisher
criteria of four out of five and director of the Office of
Marks of Distinction neces- Campus Publications, and
sary to qualify~ "'They -serve Prof. Walter K Griscti, Orato: recogn~e .superior accom- cle . general manager, said.
plisnment w h e r e · it is "In three short years The
achieved, •no m·atter how high Oracle has achieved a nationtlie over-all -rating may be," a:1 reputation in college jourhe·said:
'
nalism.'
·,
•

-ISOPROPYL

AlCOHO·L.

- Formerly-, ab01:1t· 10 per cent
1
ot·the highest scoring newspa·pers ·received the top ~ward.
·' 'The - Oracle ·r e c e i v e d
"m~ks of distinction," in ad-,

. HAROLD E. EDWARDS, Ph.D•

. ANNOUNCES THE OPENING OF ;
· HIS OFFICE FOR THE'PRACTICE
OF CLINICAL PSYCHOLQGY
AT

'FOREST TERRAa MEDICAL CENTER
10069 N.·FLORIDA AVE.

.HOUIS BJ T~A, FLORIDA TELEPHONE
APPOINTMENT

932-3501

:"PUBLISHERS -and · editors
of a number of daily newspapers seem eager to hire our
staffers; knowing t~at the
ANPA, their own professional
organization; has judged The
Oracle to be one of the two
best collegiate weekly newspapers in the country.''
Other top staffers of 'the
spring quarter included Polly
Weaver, · managing editor;
John Calderazzo; editorial edi-

REG.tr17; ,

·~

LIMIT 1

· 3-oz.

AMPER

SECRET

DISPOSABLE DIAPERS

t

SUPER
ANTIPERSPIRANT

for drier, happier·babies
N_EWBORN. 30's

Ellgineers:

I$9_
9$;
f19

l/Mlr,

D~Til~E 15's
DATIIME lO's
.~IGHT 12'1

1/MfT I

ov!,

,~Join the
-~diversified world
of.Martin Marie ~

· .l/Mlr'

UMfT I

$1.09 .•
VALUE
LIMIT 1

9St
•

1'(

.,:,}

CARDIGAN
.,_.,; SLEEVELESS

30-IN. SIZE
FATIGUE 18FORx KITCHEN
OR

MATS

Jt[~ts~~~SIGNS VALUE

__ l ~µ._.._,.,_.,_.J.JJ ~

With !"<Itchi ng belt
Assorted colors
Washable ·
Sizes 32·38

4

;x

ni
: 1~

•:.

We have major facilities in Baltimore, Maryland; Denver, Colorado; Orlando,_Florida; Wheeling, Illinois; and
:.V · field operations at Cape Kenn!;!dy and Vandenberg
t•ic AFB. Eachl ocation off_
ers opportunities for continuing
;,~( education with financial support.
•,:

C:Qf'

Representative on campus

Tues. & Wed. ·Oct. 28, 29

~·~~- For interview, contact placement office. ff unable to
" -:·. schedule interview, please send resume to:

Director, College Relations
Aerospace Group Dept. 115
Martin Marietta Corporation
Friendship International Afrport
Maryland 21240

An Equal Opportunity Employer~Male orFemale

• Lightweight portabl e
.• Fol_di ng mode l 484 .
• Adf , tempe_1<1ture control

$34.951899

77

VAL.UE

CENERAL ELECTRIC

. l~_ •

/,-<?

. ,,..

, ; .,

~ivs;:~e~~vH~:;Y

i\ \ •
\ .- ·'.

FAN .FORCED HEATER

A-WHEEL :

MODB. H·S ..·
THERMOSTAT ,. CONTROLLED \I i

Lig_htweight. under 2-lbs.

$31.98

• Wai st watchers can use

.

VALUE

2588

. f '. :- .

We're looking for qualified Aeronautical, Electrical,
Electronic, Mechanical and Civi( Engineers. We offer
them deep and rewarding involvement in significant,
long-term Research, Development; Design, Test, Evaluation, and Production programs in the .fields listed
above.
·

HAIR DRYER

S.LENDER REDUCE

$3.98

,-_,_

and help create tomorrow's
technology in: Missile ·
Systems, Launch Vehicles,
Space Exploration,
Advanced ·Electronics and
Communic~tions Systems.

BEACH

SWEATERS
•
•
•
•

~

.'

BEACON
BLANKET

e 72 X 90.
was hable
• Solid colors
& stripes

• Pol yester
a·nd rayon

DUAL CONTROL

ELECTRIC
BLANKET

• [)Duble
J>ed s i ze
• Assorted

colors

, ;

''

15.95 VALUE

10

99

BRACH

PORTABLE RADIO

SYLVANIA

STARUGHT
,MINTS

SOLID STATE BY JULIETTE

FLASHCUBES

$13.95°
VALUE

$1.98 VALUE

97,

GIGANTIC'
SHOE CLEARANCE!
SNEAKERS
• ASSORTED SIZES
AND COLORS
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CHOICE OF COLORS
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- SANDALS
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VALUE

Limit 4 w ith coupon thru Set. 10/ 2~
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ALUMINUM WRAP
24'

$).49

CANVAS CASUALS

ICE CHEST
• Light Durable
styrofoam
• V i nyl covered
metal handle

3"PACK

, LADIES, INf ANTS, CHILDRENS

'

30-QT.

REYNOLDS
STANDARD 12 x 25·FT.

C
t 3714

Hendmon Blvd.
1 1225 N. Florid, l Ye.
[N£IT TO K-MlRTJ
I 4409 Ntbmk 1 h e.
• 3&&9 G1ndy l l1d.
■ 7501 W. Hillsboro Ave.
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1
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I
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